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Demand to take urgent action in the matter of a missing freedom fighter from Kerala, 
Shri T.P.Vareed 

PROF. P.J. KURIEN (Kerala): Sir, Shri T.P. Vareed, a noted freedom fighter from Kerala, 
travelling by the Himsagar Express on 19.02.2008 was seen in the compartment up to Agra 
and after that he went missing. It seems, so far no action has been taken to search out the 
missing person. The Ministry of Home Affairs and the Railway Ministry should take urgent 
action to find out the missing person. The son of this missing person is a BSF Jawan. He is 
running from pillar to post seeking help. But it seems that no action has been taken by the 
authorities. I request the Railway Minister and the Home Minister to take urgent action in 
this regard. 

Report of Department related Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA (Jharkhand): Sir, I lay on the Table a copy (in English and Hindi) 
of the Sixty-sixth Report of the Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Finance on the Collection of Statistics Bill, 2007. 

GOVERNMENT BILLS 

The Delimitation (Amendment) Bill, 2008 
and 

the Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill, 2008 

THE MINISTER OF LAW AND JUSTICE (SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ): Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir, I move: 

"That the Bill further to amend the Delimitation Act, 2002, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken 
into consideration."I also move: * 

That the Bill further to amend the Representation of the People Act, 1950, as passed by 
Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

Sir, the Delimitation (Amendment) Bill, 2008 proposes to replace the Delimitation 
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2008. The Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill, 2008 
proposes to amend the relevant provisions of the First Schedule and the Second Schedule 
to the Representation of the People Act, 1950 to reflect the changes in reservation of seats 
for the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes as contained in the delimitation orders 
made by the Delimitation Commission. It will enable the Election Commission to revise the 
electoral rolls as per new delimitation of constituencies for future elections. 

As the hon. Members are aware, in 2002, the Delimitation Commission was set up to 
readjust the division of each State and Union Territory into territorial constituencies for the 
purpose of elections to the House of the People and to the State Legislative Assemblies on 
the basis of 2001 Census. The Delimitation Commission has since completed the delimitation 
work in respect of the 25 States/union territories. 
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Recently, with a view to reduce and mitigate the adverse impact of the delimitation 

exercise, the Delimitation (Amendment) Ordinance, 2008 was promulgated to insert new 

sections 10A and 10B to empower deferment of delimitation exercise in a State, in certain cases, 

and to nullify the final orders issued by the Delimitation Commission in respect of the State of 

Jharkhand. In view of the prevailing conditions in the North-East States of Assam, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Manipur and Nagaland, four orders to defer the delimitation exercise in these States have 

been issued on 8th February, 2008. In view of above, in five States of Arunachal Pradesh, 

Assam, Manipur, Nagaland and Jharkhand, the Delimitation of Parliamentary and Assembly 

Constituencies Order, 1976 will continue to apply. 

Further, the delimitation orders issued under the Delimitation Act were made effective from 

19th February, 2008 in all the 22 States/Union territories except in the States of Tripura and 

Meghalaya in which case, the delimitation orders shall take effect from 20th March, 2008 after 

the elections to the Legislative Assemblies in these States are over. 

The purpose of amendments contained in the Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill, 

2008 is to empower the Election Commission to consolidate all orders of delimitation into a 

single order and to maintain the said order up-to-date by correcting printing mistakes. The first 

Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Representation of the People Act, 1930 are also being 

amended to reflect the correct position in regard to allocation of seats in the Lok Sabha and the 

State Legislative Assemblies as determined by the Delimitation Commission. Through the 

Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill, it is also proposed to insert new section 8A in the 

Representation of the People Act, which will enable the Election Commission to conduct 

delimitation exercise in the North-East States, where delimitation exercise had been deferred 

due to exigencies of the prevailing conditions, as soon as the conditions in these States become 

conducive to the conduct of delimitation work. In brief, for conducting elections, on the basis 

of the new Delimitation Orders, the Election Commission is being enabled so that the electoral 

rolls are revised according to the new delimitation of constituencies. All this necessitate 

Amendment of the Representation of the People Act, 19S0 to enable the Election Commission 

to adopt the new constituencies, revise the voters' list and to take follow-up action in the matter. In 

order to give effect to the commitment of the Government, to implement the new Delimitation 

Orders, passage of the Bill by Parliament is necessary. 

As both the Bills pertain to delimitation matters, the Ordinance-replacement Bill, namely, the 

Delimitation (Amendment) Bill, 2008, may be taken together with the Representation of the 

People (Amendment) Bill, 2008, for consideration. 

With these remarks, I commend both the Bills, as passed by Lok Sabha, for the 

consideration of the House. 

The questions were proposed 
�� 6�06�0 .ह������	  ( E�
2��):  K��1���� �ह6'�, �A the Dellmltaion (Amendmebt)Bill 
2008 7� the Representation of the people (Anendment) Bill 2008 �� �6&�� ��  �&$ +p� हDG 
ह<�;  �ह6'�, %D&�?, 2002 �� ��� हDG Delimlssion  %6 �� Y� �� E0P� Delimitstlon Commission 

 ह), K2ह4�� /��� ���6
� ����
 �� P� 7� K���  ��' Delemitation Act �� ��=6(� ����  G% 
�'� �� &���  �� ह); K���  �ह&� Ordinance  ��� ����  �� 7� K� Ordinance  �6 $� 
��(��� �� c� '��� ��  �&$ �'� ��  ����� &���  �� ह); �ह6'�, ���� f��� �� $� ��� G�� ह) �� 
%6 �<�� ��-�  ह), L��� �हT � �हT �हD� �p� �	Z� �
 ह); K� �	Z� �
 �� =D_G� 18 /M)& 1950 
�6 हD? ; 18 /M)& 1950 �6 	�0 1����� /F��	��,  
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the then Law Minister of the country, brought in the Representation of the People Bill in the 
the Lok Sabha. K��� �'� �� ��o�� ��� ह6 � 7� ����� ����' ED�� %��$ �, ��� ��ह �� ���$ 
%�$� �, K��� $� Z��<�&� ����� �+�, %6 G��� G��� $� �हD� �p� M>� �E2ह ह); ह� 1950 �� 
1��� �� %���o�� '�+� 7� G% 2008 �� 1��� �� %���o�� '�+�; 1950 �� %6 ��o�� ���ह� �� 
 �� P�, 1951,1961 7� 1971 �� ��� 	��&��
�=�� %6 ����� G�T, L2ह4�� K��� P6p�-P6p� 
������� ����; �ह6'�, �Do��:  %6 ��� P� %� 	�0 1����� /F��	�� 18 /M)& 1950 �6 �'� �� 
�6& �ह� P� �6 K2ह4�� �ह�,  
"It is obvious that the Bill deals with four questions. Firstly, it deals with the alloction of 
seats for the House of People among the different States. Secondly, it deals with the fixing 
of the total seats for the State Legislative Assembly. Thirdly, it deals with the question 
relating to registration of voters for election to Parliament and election to State Assemblies. 
And, fourthly, the Bill proposes to fix the composition of the State Legislative Council and 
the registration of voters for the Councils. I propose to take each of these points and 

explain to the House what exactly the Bill does."G  K2ह4�� �ह� �� "The first rule which 

this article lays down is that the Constituencies shall be determined that there shall be not 
less than one Member for every 7,50,000 and not more than one for every 5,00,000 of the 
population. The second rule, which this article, lays down is that whatever standard figure is 
chosen between these two figures, the maximum and the minimum, that standard figure, as 
far as the States in Part A and Part B are concerned, shall be uniform through out the 
Territory of India." That is the general direction given by the Constitution, which this Bill 
is bound to conform to. The standard figure adopted to this bill for the purpose of allocating 
seat is one Member for ever 7,20,000. It will be seen that the figure is in between 7,50,000 
and 5,00,000. The seats for different States are arrived at by dividing the total population 
of each State by this standard figure of 7,20,000, and you get the total number of seats for 

each State, set out in the first Schedule to this Bill. �ह Z��<�&� K� �Q /�����  ��; L� 
Z��<�&� �6 %� /�����  �� %6 K� �Q &6 4 �� �हD� ��ह ��  ���& +p� ��$ 7� �ह� �� L� 
Z��<�&� �6 /����� ��  ��,� 7�EW� ��� ह); �ह6'�, / � ह� '�+� �6 1950 �� %6 USP�� PT, G% 
%)�� L�Z���=� 
���6&�%� ��  ��f�� �� ह� �हT 1�  ���� �Q 1� �हD�E ���� हA, ��2�D 1950 �� w�� 
�D��(� �हT ह6�� ��  ���%<' L��� �0�D&�=� ED��� ��  ��,� %6 G(�� P�, K��6 1� &6 4 �� M>��E2ह 
��  c� �� �+� ह); 1951, 1961 7� 1971 �� �	-�&��
�=� �� �ह ��o�� �jG?  ?; �ह6'�, E<� 
�ह�� ह6  ?? G% %� �A �	- �&��
�=�  �� �6&�� ��  �&$ +p� हDG ह<� �6 ���� �'��  ��, ���� �ह� 
�� �� ���& 1� G �ह� हA %6 G% L&��Y6��� ���	�� �� 7� |M
 ���	�� �� G� EEe ��  ��-� ह) 7� 
EEe ��  ��-� �� ह) �� ��v&����
 ��� �हT ����, ��v&����
 हl&�- Dl&� �� $	%��n� ह6 %���  ह), 
��v&����
 �� /�,� �DN�� �हT G�� 7� ��v&����
 �� /�,� EEe$� �हT ह6��; �ह �� �ह��  ��  �&$ 
�हD� G��� ह) ; ��2�D / � �6E� %�$ �6 ��v&����
 ��  ��|
¤ %  ������ ����� ह6�� E��ह$,  
�ह G% �� Gv
��& -85 ��  �ह� KUl&�+� �हT ह); ���&����
 �� �)���  �� ह6�� %� �ह� ह) ; 
M'�=4 �� ��(�� �1�t� �� �)���  1� �� ह6�� %� �ह� ह) 7� �D��� �p� G>E�� & �� ह) ��  %6 
'�= �� ���� �p� ��3� K�� M'�= ह), �ह�� ��(�� �1� �� ��& �� ��|
  �� ��o�� 29 �� 26 �ह  ? 
ह); / � �ह 26 �� 1� �� �ह  ? ह) �6 G� %��� �� %6 M68&� ह) �� issues of urgent public 

importance ह), �� �ह�� �6&� %�$� �, �ह��  �ह� %�$� � %� ��� ह� �हT ह); G% 1� ह���� �ह�� EEe$� 
�हT ह6 ���T, ��6, paucity of time,  
�L� �हT ह) L��&$ �हD� ���� �हW��<:� EEe$� �हT ह6 
����, �हD� ���� �हW��<:� ��:�� �हT ह6 ���� 7� हl&�-  Dl&� �� �'� �� �? ��� ��(��� ��� 
ह6�� हA, �? ��� Z�L��� ��& ��� ह6�� ह) 7� �? ��� ��6p4 ��  �%
 ��� ह6�� हA;  K���  ��,� �<& 
���: ��� ह)? K��� %p �� %6 �<& ������ ह), K��6 �6E�� �� %c�� ह); �A ��N�� ह< � �� L� 
�	-�&��
�=� ���=� ��  ����� / � $� ���� �p� /�p � P�, %6 ��(� P� �� 1976 �� 
�� S
�
�<=� �� $� /��	���
 ����  �� �%��� �ह�  �� �� 1971 ��  �	-�&��
�=� ��  ��' /� 
1981 �� �6? �	-�&��
�=� �हT ह6 � �P� 1991 ��  ������ ��  /�D��� ह6 � 7� L� M��� �F�� 
{Z ���� ¥�% �� '�  ?; Z�% ���� ��  ��,� G(�� ��� P�, ���� �6 �हT ��&<�; �Z� 2002 �� 
$� ��(��� &���  �� 7� �ह�  �� �� %6 ���S
 �	-�&��
�=� ���=� �)�� �, �ह 2026 �� 
&���� �ह� �; L���  ��,� G(�� ��� ह)? %���o��  
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�'� –M���'� �j�� %� �ह� ह); �ह6'� , �ह %���� G>E�� ह6 � �� 1971 �� &��� 2001 �� %6 
%���o�� ������ �� ���6
� ��  �ह��� �� �j� ह), 27 Z��'� %���o�� �j  ? ह), %6 87 ����
 ह); 
87 ����
 %��o�� �j�� ��  ���:, K� %���o�� �6 	�& ���� ��  �&$ �%� L�¥�SY��E� �� 
%c�� ह), %6 &��%S&��
� L�¥�SY�E� ह), K��6 �j��� �� ह��� �6? ��� �हT �6E�; ��'� ह��� 
1976 ��, %� K��6 ¥�% �� �'��, K� ¥6%� �� 	�=� �6  �6p�� ह��� �ह �हT �ह� �� L��� 
��&����=� &��� %��� �� ���? $� �)����
� ��� �� K��� ह� %���o�� ��  &6 4 �� �ह 
M�����(W� ��� �; / � �A /F��	�� %� �� ��� ���<�, �6 ��j� ��� &�+ &6 4 �� $� ��F�� GZ 
��v&����
 ह6�� E��ह$; w�� �हT ह), /�1 ��,&� �	-  �&��
�=� ह6�� ��  �ह&� GK
� �'l&�, %6 
&�%�S
 ��v&����
 ���S
�
�D/�� P�, �%��� %���o�� 38 &�+ 7� ���� ,6
� ��v&����Y� 
���S
�
�D /��� E��'�� E0� P�, �%��� %���o�� ��j� E�� &�+ P�;  �ह %6 ������� ह),�ह $� 
��F�� GZ ��v&����
 �6 �<�� ���E �-� �� /��� %���o��, /��� �6
�� �� ��&�� ��  �&$ �� /��� 
L&���  ��, /��� /�E&4 �� घD���, K��� M�8&F� �6 �D���, K���  ��¦��& ��  �&$, �D , ���� ��  
�&$ %6 ��� E��ह$, �ह K��� K�&8( �हT ह) 7� '<��� ��Z L��� ,6
� �� ��v&����Y� 
���S
��D /��� ह) �� �ह �D�ह �� &��� =�� �� घ<��� /��� ME��-M��� �� ���� ह) �� &6 4 �� 
��&�� K���  'D+-��&�Z �6 �D� ���� ह); 'D���� �� �%��� 1� �� Y� ह), %ह�� �� 	��6�� �� ���� 
%��� ह), K���  G��p� ���� ����� ह); ह���� �ह�� G% 1� L� �	�&��
�=� ��  ��', ह���� ��>�6 19 
&�+ 30 ह%��  %���o�� �� $� ��F�� GZ ��v&����
 G�� ह), / � �A 
6
& ���D&�=� �6 543 
��F��� �� �	��L	 �c� , �6 ���� ��j� K2��� &�+ �� ���D&�=� �� $� ��F�� G�� ह), %��� 
�<$�$ ��  �ह 6 &�+ 59 ह%�� ह) 7� �<0�� 0 �� ह�K� GZ ���2� %6 ह), �ह�� �� 92 P�K%�	 ह) 
7� GSY��&�� ��  ह�K� GZ ��M%�
��
% %6 ह), �ह�� ��  1 &�+ 34 ह%�� ह) 7� ���	� �� 
ह�K� GZ ���2� %6 ह), �ह�� $� &�+ 14 ह%�� ह) 7� %���� �� ह�K� GZ ��M%�
��
� %6 ह), 
�ह�� �� 2 &�+ 66 ह%�� ह) ; �ह6'�, %���� �� ��v&����
 �� 480 ��F�� GZ ��v&����
 ह), %���� 
����� �p� �Dl� ह), �ह ,6
�-�� �Dl� ह) 7� K� �Dl� �� 480 ��v&����
 ��  ��F�� ह), ���	� �� 
308 हA, GSY��&�� �� 150 ह) 7� �<0�� 0 �� 646 हA 7� ह��� L��6 543 �� /
�� �� �+� ह), ��� 
�हT K���  ��,� ���� ��� ह)? ��� �ह ���� ह) �� L� ��§l	  �� 7� ��F��� ��  �&$ �)��� �� % ह 
�हT ह), / � �ह ��(� ह), �6 '<��� ��§l	  ���L��, �? ��§l	  ���L��, ��4�� ह���� '�= �� 
��o�� $� /��  �� 3��'� ह6 ED�� ह) 7� K��� M�8&F� ह); G% 1� ��4, ��(��: %��� �ह 
�ह�� ह) �� $� �AF�� GZ ��v&����
  ��  '=�� ���� 7� M1D ��  '=�� ���� ����� ह6  �� ह); ��4 

�0��0 �� 7� �v- �F��&�4 �� �%�� Kp�� ह) �� % ह-% ह �� , ह���� ���� Kp�� ह) �� 
��ह� ���E ��& �� �ह&� ��� �D&���� हD��, =��' L��� ��� %��� �� M1D ��  '=�� ह6 %���, |��D 
$�0$&0$0 $���� ��  '=�� �हT ह6�� ह), ��4�� K��� L&��� L��� �p� ह), L��� ��ह�� ह), 
L��� ���D&�=� ह) 7� K� ���D&�=� ��  ��P K��� C���U2�%  ह), K��� M�8&F� ह), K���  �&$ �� 
��� ह� �हT ����& ���� 7� �ह�� �� �हD�E �हT ����;  
 �ह6'�, �Do� _� �� �ह� ���: ह) %6 L��� ��(� ह); �)�� �6 / � '�+� %���, �6 L� 
�	-�&��
�=� ���=� �� �ह&� ��� L��� �p� ��� ���� ह); L2ह4�� ���� 62 �p� =ह�4 �� ����
 
��, 135 ��v
¨� �� 7� L���  ��P-��P  L2ह4�� ���� 500 &6� �1� 7� 3500 /��F�&� 
���S
��D /���� �6 ��� ���� 7� K��6 �	-�&��
�=� ��  '���� �� &���; �ह6'�,%)�� �ह 
G(�� �+�  �� P� �� ���D&�=� ��  �ह��� ��, ��S
��D=� �ह�� ह) �� ���D&�=� ��  �ह��� ��  
G(�� �� ह6�� E��ह$, ��2�D 1976 �� L� �� �6� L��&$ & ���  �� P� �� �ह � �j��� %���, 
��4�� &6 4 �6 1� ह6  �� �� ���� ��3� �� %���o�� �j�� %��� �, K��� ��UO ह6�� %��� �, �6 
=��'  K���  ��F�� GZ ��v&����
 �� ��o�� �j %��� � 7� �'l&� �� ��% K2हT �� ह6 �; ह6 
���� ह) �� SY��
�%�&� �6? �ह�� �� 	��6C��Z� �6 �<�� E�% ����  �'l&� �� /��� /�(�W� 
�� &� �; ���� �����  �Dl&��D�� �� $�  K'�ह�: ह); �� �& ��  �Dl&��D�� �� K'�ह�: ह) �� %ह�� 
�� %���o�� �j� 7� K� �%&� �� %���o�� �j� 7� ��3� ��  ���� �%&4 �� %���o�� �हT �j�; 
/ � �A �<�� G%�& �_� , 1971 �� &��� 2001 �� �6 K�� M'�= �� %���o�� 60 Z��'� �j� ह) 
7� �� �& �� %���o�� 10 Z��'� �j�  ह), ��2�D G(�� �6 ����� E��ह$ �� �6 '� ����
 �T
� 
�j��� E��ह$ �� 60 ����
 ��
� �j��� E��ह$; %6 1976 �� /��	��
 ह),  K��6 ����(�� ���� , 
K��6 Z�� ����  �� ह) 7� K���  /�D��� / � ह� ��o��t� �6 ����� �+� 7� Delimitation  

����  K��6 $	%�S
 ���-%)�� �� �& �� �l&��D�� ��  L&���  �� /��F�&� ��  �'S�4 �� ��o�� 
�j�� 6 ह6   ? 
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ह) 7� '<��� �	USY��� �� �� हD? ह); �� �& �� 
6
& ��o�� �� �6? ������� �हT हDG ह), ��4�� 
L��� 1976 �� �ह /��	��
 G	� G�� P�, %6 �� ��o�� �j��� �� ��(� ��UV
 ���� P�; ���� �ह�� 
�� ��&� �ह ह) �� / � %���o�� �j� ह), �6 K���  /�D��� ��-E�ह� G� �� �& �� K'�ह�: 
&��%$ �� K�� M'�= �� &��%$; / � �हT ���� ��  ��� �� %���o�� �j �ह� ह), �6 �ह �� �& 
ह) 7� / � ���� ��©  ��� �� �हT %���o�� �j �ह� ह), �6 �ह K�� M'�= ह); G� �� �6 60 ����
 
��
� �j�L$ �� 10 M��=� �j�L$; G� �6? �6 �)����
� &��%$, &���� �ह �)����
� �हT �&�� 
 ��; �A ��N�� ह< � ��  L��� /1� 1� Delimitation  �� ��� �ह  ? ह); �)�� 2002 �� $� 7� 
/��	��
 ह6  �� ह) 7� �ह /��	��
 $�	�$ ��  ��% �� ह� हDG ह); K�� 1976 �6 ����� �+�� हD$ 
�ह�  �� �� G � 2026 �� /��	��
 ह6 �; /� 2002 ��  ��' 2026 �� /��	��
 ह6 �; �ह6'�, %D&�?, 
2002 �� %� Delimitation  ���=� ���S
��<
 हDG, �� �ह&� ��� 1976 ��  �ह��� �� �ह�  �� �� 
1991 �� ���� ���6
� &���, K���  G(�� �� delimitation  ���=� �)�� �; K��6 &��� �हD� 
ह� ��� ह6�� �ह�, �'� �� ������ह� हD? 7� �� ��v
�4 �� ��&�� $� ��:�� �&�� �� 1991 �हT, 
2001 ��  ���� �6 �&�� %�$; �Z� 2001 �� ���6
� �� G?; ���6
� �'�F��, 2003 �� G?; %� 
���6
� 2003 �� G?, �6 K��6 G(�� ����� delimitation  ���=� �� ह���� ����� ���6
� �+� ह); �A 
��N�� ह< � �� /1� 1� ह� L� �� �<�� +�� �हT K��� �; �ह6'�, �)�� �6 �A �हD� �'��� ह< � �� �A �'� 
�� ������ह� �� ��(� ��UV
 ���� ह< �, q� E� G��% �� �6&�� ह< �; q� E� G��% ��  �&$ /��� G��6 
'6- �हT '� ���� 7� L���  L���  �&$ �A /��� S� ����� ����-���� �6 1� '6- �हT '� ����,  
��4�� K2ह4�� ��� �+&��� ह), ��� �ह� 7� =DO घ� �+&���, �%���  ���: ���� G��% q� E�; ह); 
�1�-�1� �6 �DN� ��L� �� %c�� 1� �हT �p�� ह), �Z� 1� �A �ह �ह�� E�ह�� ह< � �� ��(� ��UV
 
���� ��  ��,� %6 �<& ���: ह), %6 ������ ह), 'D������� हA, %� �� ह� K��6 '<� �हT ��� �, �� 
�� $� /�,� ��v&����
 �� /�,� �	��
 /�,�-%6 �� 1� �'��� �� ��� ���� हA, ��v
�=��=� 
�� ��� ���� हA, &6  �6 =��� {Z ���� �� ��� ���� हA, �ह �� �� �हT ह6 ����, %� �� 
ह���� %���o�� �� �ह ���'�	 �� �हT ह6 �; ��j� K2��� &�+ �� $� �AF��, �ह ��Z� 
'D1e¨�%�� ह) 7� �A �6 �ह�� ह< � �� ��Z� ���� ��� ह), K� ��� �6 ��& ���� ��  �&$ ����� 
�6 �6? �ह& ���� E��ह$; '<��� ���D&�=� �6 �� Y6& ���� ��  �&$ 1� �D , ��� ���� E��ह$;  L� 
�� 1� �6? ��� �हT  ह6 �ह� ह);  %���o�� ��UO �6 �6��� ��  �&$ 1� ��� �हT  ह6 �ह� ह); G��� 
%���o�� �j�� '�, |��D �)F��� {Z ��v&����
 �6 �6� �'��; K��� %���o�� �हT �j�? ; K��� 
��o�� �6 �हT �6� �� �ह� हA, �6 �� �� �� K���  �C�����% �6, K��� M�8&ª� �6 �D��� ��  �&$ 
K���  M�����( ED��� �� /�(��� �6  ह6�� E��ह$, ���� K��� ��� �ह� % ह ��, �ह� �Q �� 
�हD�E ���  7� K��� �ह� L&�% ह6 ��� , �ह� �ह�� �A /��� �Qx� ����� ���� ह< �; 

DR. M.S. GILL (Punjab): Sir, 1 have heard my friend with great interest and I have quickly read 
through these two Bills I was associated with this whole work in my past duties. The 
Delimitation Commission idea was accepted by the then NDA Government, when I called an All-
Party Meeting in the Commission to consider this matter because the 30 years of 1976 were ban 
ending. I will explain because, I think, all of you must understand what was, what has been done 
now and where you stand on certain issues. I am just trying to place my limited knowledge on of 
matters before the House. Sir, in 1976 Parliament, I think unanimously, on Mrs. Indira Gandhi's 
suggestion, blocked all future delimitation for 30 years. The Constitution had provided, very 
correctly, and India is very proud of it, that we have carried on the census started in the 19 centuray, 
every ten years, and we do a great census, perhaps the best in the world, and correctly the 
Constitution said that immediately after the census, there should be a Delimitation Commission 
because the basic principle of democracy is equal representation. Everywhere there should be a 
Delimitation Commission because the basic principle of democracy is equal representation. 
Everywhere there should be equal number of voters choosing one, whether to Parliament or to 
an Assembly. That is what democracy is about. 
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But why did Mrs. Qandhi do it? As I am able to look back, I think, the reason was very clear 

that by 71 census suddenly a situation had come where as I said,—I am talking among friends and 

without trying to score any points on anyone, I never do try that, but the facts of the matter 

were,- that the population in certain States in the North, as Mr. Ahluwalia says, was and 

continues to increase rapidly and the Southern States had almost started reaching European levels 

of population control. Kerala is Number one, Tamil Nadu is almost equal, even Karnataka and 

Andhra Pradesh, 1 think, had all stabilised more or less and by now, I think, they have totally 

stabilised population. They need to be congratulated. And, I did say, in one statement, 

somewhere in Chennai perhaps, I said, (it cannot be that you punish those who do good family 

planning and reward those who add to population perhaps unreasonably or unacceptable' I did say 

this. Therefore, at that time, the then, Prime Minister, I think, thought that Tamil Nadu lost two seats 

to one of the Northern States. You know it, and, therefore, obviously the then Prime Minister 

thought that this is something which will really lead us into a terrible argument, North-South or 

any other way and they just froze it. I think, everybody was wise enough to unanimously freeze it. 

Actually, it was contradictory of the Constitution because equal representation then begins to 

fade. In Southern States, you will have MPs lesser in numbers than in certain Northern States. 

But, a wise country like America does it, everybody does it. On the Constitution, sometimes you 

take strange decisions fifty years later because Ambedkar could not think what would happen SO 

years later and therefore, that was done, accepted by everybody and India remained calm. In 

other words, in the National Parliament we will not allow any reduction in anybody's 

representation. That was the basic thing. But, then, the order perhaps in a sense of 

nervousness, if I may say so, was blanket even within the State. We will just do nothing. When 

30 years were over, I thought about it, I read a bit, 1 considered it, I called an All Party Meeting. I 

explained to them. I said, this is the background and 1 think, even now you will have to freeze for 

the future because I think, the country is no longer willing to accept and the only correct solution 

is that States will not increase their representation in Parliament by increasing population in a big 

way or lose it by reducing population. Therefore, assure them. That is what the Act of 2002 has 

again done. The Act has frozen Parliament till 2026. But, I suggested to them and I am glad the then 

Government, and the then Law Minister, and all parties accepted my argument. I said that while 

you freeze entitlement in Parliament, within a State you should do the balancing because 30 

years have led to huge distortions of population. From 30 crores at the time of Independence, 

now, we are 100 crores- three times-sadly! So, that has happened. Then, there is movement of 

people from rural to urban Movement of people across the country has happened. Sir, Punjab 

Assembly, in 1966, had 117 seats. Should they always remain with 117 seats? And, should the 

distortion of boundaries be allowed to remain for ever. No. So, therefore, you can have a 

Delimitation Commission for the State Assemblies within themselves, even, Parliamentary 

seats. Delhi, with all 'in-migration' that is taking place, will remain with only seven Members of 

Parliament. But, surely, we should the seats balance. What Mr. Ahluwalia is quoting was my 

statement that I had made many years ago that how could 38 lakh rural people be equated with 

4.75 lakh Chandini Chowk people. That means, a rural man's vote is l/8th of a city man's. I dont 

accept it. It has to be equalised within Delhi. Therefore, I suggested-I am glad that they have 

accepted it—to take all the States and within them the Parliamentary seats. Punjab has 13 

Parliamentary seats. But, now, balance them. Therefore, please, balance the Parliamentary and 

Assembly seats within the State. They did that. They passed a law. I have a slight regret that my 

friend, Mr. Jaitley, after the meeting, had he just casually consulted me, I might have made certain 

suggestions. They passed the Bill as it was. For example, I think, after 30 years 
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of increase in population in any State, 117 seats of Punjab Assembly could have been 
increased by 10 per cent also in other States of the country. Sir, 10 per cent increase in 
Assembly seats, internally, in a State would have given comfort to a lost of political people. 
In any case, population has gone up and we could do it easily, because you can see 15 more 
Members in the Punjab Assembly or Maharashtra or anyone for that matter. Unfortunately, 
that has not been done. Of course, there is other factor of 'how much?' I know there is 
dissatisfaction. First of all, after thirty years, there is going to be pain and dissatisfaction 
and unhappiness, because active politicians have suffered. I recognise that. 1 understand 
that. But, perhaps, there could have been a greater consultation. I don't know enough about 
how the Commission went about it. Perhaps, there could have been a greater representation. 
Sometimes, I hear of public representatives being able to interact a little more. But the fact 
is, that is what has happened and you have got that job done and we have to go forward 
with it. But, I am concerned, Sir, with this Bill now and for the future. This I want to warn all 
parties and put forward a thought. We may not have increased the seats. We could have put 
in law that 'other factors' will be taken into consideration. It was done in Punjab division, of 
occasions. That would have given the Commission a greater flexibility to take into account 
some of the problems all of you form all parties have put. But, the rigid or very strongly 
focus counting only numbers and trying to do a good boundary as officers would see was 
the way the Delimitation mandate was given and the Commission has applied it to the best 
of its ability. Now, what do I see here of which I want to caution about7 I know it has to be 
done. It is being done. One, because this situation has led after 30 years that tribal people 
are losing seats, because the formula has been put in that the SC and other seats have to be 
increased and, therefore, could also be decreased. Now, in certain tribal States-Jharkhand, 
Chhattisgarh and, maybe, elsewhere-the tribal people are losing seats, because people, in 
30 years, migrated in, who are non-tribals, to do business. Now, that is terribly worrying and 
hurting the tribals. So, something had to be done. Now, there are two laws. One, that 
Jharkhand is frozen till 2026. The same old solution is applied let us not get their unhappiness 
to an extreme level. And, we accept it and do it. The second one says, if I am not wrong 
because I had read these very quickly, that in the four Eastern States, that is, Assam, 
Nagaland, Manipur and Arunachal Pradesh, the President has taken powers that is—it is a 
very interesting language--a President is satisfied that a situation has arisen whereby the 
unity and integrity of India is threatened or there is a serious threat to peace and public 
order, he may, by order, defer the delimitation exercise. Now, that is what has been done for 
Jharkhand. This ia double-edged weapon. I want to say to all of you and others who are not 
present in this House, because--at least, I will be on record is Parliment-that this is a 
double-edged weapon. Governments are here, Governments were here, and Governments 
will come-after a year we will have a new Government, whoever it might be-but this will go 
on. This power that you are taking to yourself, to the Executive, means that if at any time, 
there is a little worry, to the Government from any State, and that state is encouraged to 
have a situation of poor law and order--! will only say it that way—or a diminishing law and 
order, the Government may immediately take a safe way out and may say fa' T&n 4fciR&YM 
फ¥�% �� '6 7� �D , �हT  ���� हA 

We had it in Rajasthan in an other context. The same instrument was used. I don't go into 
party politics, but I go into facts for India. In order to insist, that I will be in that category 
and not this category, after thirty years, I have decided that I should be there because it 
might benefit me. (Interruptions) This section, in my eyes, gives the power, now, for the first 
time, over the delimitation law of Ambedkar and Nehru. And, in our continuing tensions and 
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situations, we might start taking the easy way and, therefore, go on expanding this till a lot 

of States don't have delimitation. It would not be a good thing. I also see in the second law, 

which you have put in, that in these four States-Assam, Nagaland, Manipur and Arunachal 

Pradesh-for the moment, the Government and the President had taken power that in their 

case, if I have understood the plain language, delimitation will be done when the President 

decides, in other words, when the Executive thinks, that they are able to do it. And, if the 

trouble continues and unhappiness and push and pull continue, we don't do it because it is 

best to pull back, and not have a situation. Both these powers could lead India slowly into 

losing delimitation, which is a regular process, which is a necessary process for democracy. 

And, I have no solution for this, but what I am saying is—the Law Minister has listened to 

me patiently-that you need to consider this deeply, you need to consider it with all parties 

and all of you together. This is not a party matter, but it is an India matter for long years to 

come. You have taken powers which could be dangerous and worrying. Therefore, I would 

say please think of it on a long-term basis. If you can find a solution, I think, it might be 

possible to find one, remove this power to furture Governments. Go back to what you were, 

otherwise if you have such a power, the enticement is always there to use it to get over a 

situation very easily. For example, I have repeatedly said that in India the Constitution has 

already been amended almost 100 times because every time when you have an administrative 

problem, one or the other Government, you use the constitutional change to overcome it. 

This is never a good thing to do in any country's constitution. So, don't do this. Finally, Mr. 

Ahluwalia was applying the simple formula that Ambedkar, in that time when our population 

was 30 crores population, had said for every 7.5 lakh population there should be one 

parliamentary seat. Obviously, it has to be changed now because the population has gone 

to two million. And, in the States, which are having a rapid increase of population, it will go 

even more than that. I accept the fact what he has said and what all of you would also say 

that it is very difficult for an individual Member to be elected from two million or two-and-a-

half million population and then to serve that population. It is very difficult and the 

problem is there. But I also want to point out to you the other side of the problem that with 

this vast population, it is not possible to go on increasing the membership of Parliament, 

even if you decide to. I know on the Women's Reservation Bill, a suggestion was made that 

'let us have 750 Members and sit in the Central Hall and somebody else sits here. I opposed 

it by saying that then twenty years later, you will move to Talkatora Gardens. Parliaments 

and Constitutions don't do this. In other words, what I am pointing out is that today we are 

543. We can increase a bit more one day, if Parliament so feels in a necessity. But there is a 

direct relationship between the size of a body and its ability to function in a sensible way, 

talking, listening, arguing and debating and passing laws. You can't go on like that. I was 

doing an arithmetic on Mr. Ahluwalia's figure that for today's hundred crore population, 

you would need about 1600-1700 Members. Surely, they can't sit like sitting in a football 

stadium. That is just a thought. 

Sir, you have given me a lot of time. Thank you very much. 

�� D������  : r� ����2� 1��
��; G���  ��� 8 ��2�� हA; SHRIVIRENDRA BHATIA 

(Uttar Pradesh). Sir, I will try to finish early. 

�� D������  : K��� �� ��� &� �6 /�,� ह);  
 

 �� �
*=> ���,��: K��1���� �ह6'�, �A�� /1� /��� $� 
�'S� r� � & ��ह� �6 �D��; � & ��ह� ��  ��' �DN�6 �6&�� �� /��� ��& �ह� ह); �A ��N�� ह< � 
�� �ह �p� �DU>�& 7� 'D_ह ���� ह); �ह&� ��� %6 � & 
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��ह� �� �ह�, =��' �ह� �A �ह�� E�ह�� P� �� L���  ���=�  10 of the principal Act  �� %6 
��=6(� MS����� ����  �� ह), K���  ���: �� 2� ����� �6 /����� /�(��� �'$ %� �ह� ह); 
Words  �6 �<� हD$ हA  Notwlthstanding anything contalned in sections 4, 8, and 9, if the 
presldent is sstlsfled that a sltuatlon has arisen whereby the unlty and integrity of the india is 
therstened …….�ह�� �� �6 �DN� �6? G��U� �हT ह), &���� K���  ��' �ह ह) �� ..or there is a 
serlous threat to the psace and public order he may by ordfer the dellmltstion exerclsein a 
state ..���� ����'� �ह ह) �� ��VY��� �� satisfaction  �� 2� ����� �� recommendation  �� 
G(���� ह6�� ह); / � ह� �� � /�D1�4 �6  '�+� �6 ह���� ���� /�D1� �p� �
D  �ह� हA;  �ह�� �� 
E�ह� �ह ����� �ह� ह6 �� �ह ����� �ह� ह6 �� �6? 1�  ����� �� �ह� ह6, K��� /����� 
/�(���4 �� 'D_��6  /��� ��%����� S��P. ��  �&$ ����; K���  ��' �ह�  �� Every order 
made made under this section shall be laid before each House of Parllament ../ � L��� 1� 
x��o�� �� %�$, / � ह� x��o�� ���� ��  �&$  simple reading  ���, �6 Every order made made 
under this section shall be laid before each House of Parllament /Peh L��6 �� �& �'� ��  
�
& �� �+� %�$ �; �A �हT ��N ��� ह< � �� K���  ��' L� �� �'� ��  /M<�& �� G�>���� 
ह6 � �� �हT; ‘�
& �� �+�� ‘ 7�  
‘�'� �� /M<�&’, '6�4 =8'4 �� �p� /2�� ह); ���� %� �� ���� GCह ह) �� �ह �� ��� L� �� 
�D�v�E�� ���; / � L� /����� /�(���4 �� �� �& �����  ��  q�� � ,6p � ���' �� �ह �ह�  
%�$ �� ���' ��  '6-��ह�? �हD�� �� ह� L� M��� �� deferment  ह6 ���� ह)...; %� w�� 
���USP����� KW�2� ह4, �6 K� �� �D , �D , /��D = &  ���� ह); �ह�  �� ह) �� absolute power 

corrupts the person.  �Z� �ह� ���USP����� KW��2� ह6�� ह); ह��� w�� ���� ह�'�� '�+�  ह); �A �हT 
�ह�� E�ह�� ह< � �� ���� Z) �&� w�� ह6 %��� हA �� ���USP����� �हT ह6�� , &���� ��� �B �6 %� 
w�� & �� ह) ���� ���USP����� K���  /�D�< & �हT ह), �6 K�� M��� �� �����ह� �� %��� ह); �A $� 
�B �6 �हT �ह �ह� ह< �, �A  ह� x�UQ �6 �ह �ह� ह< �; �ह�� 1�, ��(�� �1�t� �� 1�, %� 1� absolute 

power  '�  �� ह), ��� �� /��D =  �हT & ���  �� ह), �6 /��� ��%����� S��P� ��  �&$ K��� 
LS����& हDG ह); L���  'D_��6  �� ��1���� ह) 7� L� ��1���� �� L���� �हT ���� %� ����, 
L��&$ �� ��� / � K�E� ��N� �6 L� M��� �� ��=6(� ���;  
 

 '<��� ���, /1� �A � & ��ह� 7� /ह&���&��D  ��ह� �6 1� �D� �ह� P�; /ह&���&��D  
��ह� �� $� ��� �ह� �� L��� /�(� G��'� �� ह� &6  M����(W� ���� हA, &���� ��o�� �हT 
�j�?  �� ह); �ह ��� �ह� ह) �� ��o�� �D , �j�� E��ह$, &���� �ह 1� �ह� ह) �� %)�� � & ��ह� 
�� �ह� �� / � 1600 �� ���' ��� �'�� %�$ � �6 ���� 1� M��� �� serious discussion  �हT 
ह6 ����; $� ��� 7� ह) �� / � G��'� ह� ��Z�  criteria  ��  �� �6 ��� M�U�� ��  �&$ &6 4 �� 
/���-/��� M'�= �� G��'� �j��� �� ह6p &  %�$ �; �6 %6  ह� %���o�� �����: �� ��� �� 
�ह� हA, K��� ��� ह6 �?  L� �� 1� G� ��E�� ���%$; �ह�� ह���� ��� ���� ��ह� �)�� हD$  हA, 
K���  �ह�	� L&��4 �� ��� ह6 � %ह�� �� �� G��'� ह) 7� K��� B��Z& �p� ह)? �ह�� &6  �� 
�ह�� हA � %ह�� G��'� �� ह) ? �6 L���  determination ��  �&$ �हD� �� Z) �
�� ह6�� E��ह$; 
%)���� �ह�  �� �� 10 6�&� S�� 1� ��E�� ह6�� E��ह$, &���� �हD� ��B�� �� $� ��� 7� �ह�� 
हD$ /��� 1�-: ����� �c�  � �� %6 delimitation  हDG, K� �� �हD� �� �=����� ह); �ह6'�, 
�हD� �� % ह4 �� 7� K�� M'�= �� 1� 10 6�&� USP�� �हT '�+�  ��; $� B�� �6 '<��� B�� �� 
w�� % ह 1�% �'��  �� %6 �ह�� �� 30-30 ��&6��
� '<� �p�� ह); L� t� 1� f��� �'�� %��� 
E��ह$ P� ; �ह6'�, $� USP�� w�� 1� ह), /1� %)�� �� ��E� ���=� �� /��� ���6
� �� �ह� P� 
�� �� %ह�� �� ह6 ��� , ����6��
�% %ह�� $� % ह �� $���� ह), %� 1� K� B�� �6 =�	�<l' 
��S
 � =�	�<l	 Y�L� ��  �&$ G��B� ���� %�$, �6 �ह /�>� f��� �� �+� %�$ �� K��6 
G��B� ���� ���-��-��-�� /l���o���4 ��  /�(���4 �� �D ����(� � ह6; �ह6'�, G% 
���� B�� w�� हA %ह�� �� /l���o��4 ��  M�����( %���� G�� �� ��1���� P� 7� �ह�� 
/&���o�� 40 ����
 हA,  K� B��4 �6 1� =�	�<l	 ��S
 7� =�	�<·	 Y�L� �� �&$ G��B� �� 
�'��  �� ह); �ह �	� /%�� �� USP�� ह); �ह6'�, $� USP�� 7� �	� ह�S��S�' �)'� ह6  �� ह) 
/1�  �& $� % ह �� $� �-� �� ED��� ह6�� �6  ह), ����' ���( ��� &��%$ G% ह�  ��%����' 
�� �� '��� हA, �A $� B�� �� ��� �� �ह� ह< � K'�ह�: ��  �&$ �6'�� � / &�
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���  ��%����' �� ��
� �हT ह6 �;  ��%����' �� ����' �ह�� ह) �� �6'�� � ह���� B�� �� �हT ह), 
�6 ह� �6'�� � �� ����� ��4 ���? '<��� ����', �%���  B�� �� /� �6'�� � G�� %� �ह� ह), 
�6'�� � �� +E� �हT �� ����, ��4�� �ह /1� K���  B�� �� �हT G�� ह); L� ��ह �� , �? B��4 
��  ����� 1� _�  $ ह); %6 ��E��� /(� �� ह), K��� USP�� �	� /%�� ह6  ? ह), %6 ����' ह) �ह 
���� �हT E�ह�� ह), �ह ��� � �हT, ��4�� �ह K���  B�� �� �हT G�� ह); ED��� �� �-� ह), L��&$ 
�ह K� B�� �� ����� �हT ��� �, �%��� K��6 ED���  &p�� ह); ��� B�� %6 G��, K��� �ह 
����� �हT �� ���� ह) 7� %6 �D���� B�� ह), �%���  ��� �ह G�� ��&� ह), K��� �ह ����� �� 
�)�� ह� �हT +E� �� ���� ह), �D , L� M��� �� USP�� ह), L� �� 1� f��� '� �� K�  B�� �� 1� 
����� ह6 ���  %6 B�� transit USP�� �� ह), K��� %��� �6 1� �ह /ह��� ह6 �� /1� 1� ह���� 
M�����( �'� �� K�USP�  ह);  
 L���  ��P ह�, �A L� ��& �� ��P�� ���� ह< �; 

SHRI K. CHANDRAN PILLAI (Kerala): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, thank you for giving me 

this opportunity. I rise to support these two Amendment Bills. Basically, we are redrawing 

the constituencies as well as reclassifying the reserved categories also. The Delimitation Act, 

2002 and the Representation of People Act, 1950 are amending through this exercise. As we all 

know, our Constitution originally provided for re-adjustment or delimitation after every 

Census. The last delimitation was carried out after 1971 Census. But, later, it went through so 

many amendments and finally up to 2026 we are continuing with the system, which is provided. 

I want to point out at the demographic question, not at the geographical question. This 

demographic question is an open-ended issue. Our learned and experienced colleague, Dr. 

Gillji, already narrated the entire case which is beneficial to all those people who listened to 

him. On long-term basis, what best we can take for this country on that matter is a serious point 

while doing this Amendment. In the principal Delimitation Act, we are inserting a new 

provision for Section 10(B) to nullify Section 10(O) and to keep Jharkhand out of this 

delimitation process. It is a point which I am supporting. While going into the implications, we 

find that some constitutencies are merged with some others and some new constituencies 

have been created. This is one specific objective that emerged out of the Act. Likewise, the 

reserved category numbers have enhanced, both for SCs/STs from 79 to 84 and from 41 to 47 

respectively. On the population issue, as Dr. Gillji correctly pointed out, the case of those 

States which have successfully implemented this population control initiatives and other 

brackets, group of States, is very important aspect. It is a larger point of thought by putting 

collective wisdom. While supporting these two Amendments to the Law Minister using this 

occasion, I want to suggest one point further, that is it is high time now for us to reform the 

Election Commission itself. I am not making broad points. I want to make only four very 

limited points. Because of our experiences, my suggestion is that there is an urgent need for 

reform largely in four areas to ensure that the constitutional objective of holding election to 

strengthen democracy in a manner where the wisest possible informed choice of the voters 

can be ensured. Now, I mention these four areas and then I will conclude. These four areas 

are: One is, the composition and modality for appointment and removal of members of EC and 

the CEC; second is, the jurisdiction of the Election Commission; third is, the defintion of the 

election observers. Out of our experience, we are forced to suggest this. The fourth is, the law 

and order question and the deployment of the Central Forces. In a different context, the law and 

order point was taken by Dr. Gillji and I share his views. It is a double-edged weapon, which can 

be used according to the tune and whims of the Government. With these suggestions, 1 

support these amendments. Thank you very much. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Dr. K. Malaisamy, Not present. Shri Brahma, not present. 
Shri Tiruchi Siva. You have five minutes. 

SHRI TIRUCHI SIVA (Tamil Nadu): Sir, these two Bills moved are to amend the Delimitation 
Act, 2002 , and the Representation of the People Act, 1950, with a purpose to change the 
boundaries of Lok Sabha constituencies and State Assemblies in view of the changes in the 
population. Sir, all Lok Sabha constituencies within a State would have equal population as 
far as possible and similar criterion will be followed in the State Assemblies also. Every State 
Assembly constituency would fall fully within a Lok Sabha constituency. All these things 
go well. The Constitution originally provided to re-organise the boundaries rather than 
delimitation, which is called so, after every Census. The last delimitation was carried on 
after the 1971 Census and the 42nd Amendment in 1976 specified that 1971 Census would 
be used till 2000. Subsequently, the 82nd Amendment in 2002 specified that 1991 Census 
would be used till 2006. This was amended again by the 87th Amendment in 2003 to specify 
that the 2001 Census would be used. Sir, the Delimitation Commission has submitted a 
series of orders detailing the new Lok Sabha and State Legislative constituencies. Sir, I stick 
to the constraint of time. The Delimitation Commission was organised and a draft notification 
was discussed with all the political parties across the country, but the final notification, 
which was contrary to the draft notification, was not discussed among the political parties 
across the country and the problem arose there. I would like to cite, for instance, specifically 
Pudukkottai Parliamentary constituency in Tamil Nadu, Pudukkottai was a Princely State 
which merged with the independent India, the first ever in the country among all the regal 
States in the country. It was the first one to surrender everything to the independent India 
without getting any consortium from the Government of India and it set a role model and I 
had the proud privilege of representing same Constituency in the Eleventh Lok Sabha. I am 
very sorry to say that this constituency has been divided into five Lok Sabha constituencies. 
It has been divided into five segments and every segment has been adjoined to all adjoining 
Lok Sabha constituency, and I am sorry to say that there is not even one constituency with 
the name of Pudukkottai. That State , that constituency, that historical name has lost its 
identity. I would like to mention here and I would like to agree with Dr. Gill and Mr. Bhatia 
that the President is satisfied that a situation has arisen whereby the unity and integrity of 
India is threatened or there is a serious threat to peace and public order, he may, by order, 
defer delimitation exercise in a states. I am doubtful whether it is a guidance. It at all people 
are not for delimitation, the re-organised constituency, they may resort to some other 
methods. I would like to very humbly submit if there is any chance at this moment, I request 
on behalf of people of Pudukkottai constituency to restore the sanctity, ideptity and 
originality of that constituency. The mindset of the people is yet to be-assessed. People are 
very much disturbed. All the political parties, cutting across their differences, have registered 
their protest. On behalf of people of Tamil Nadu, especially people of Puddukkottai 
constituency, I would like to put on record and I would like to request hon. Law Minister to 
look into this aspect which Delimitation Commission ought to have considered, which they 
have not considered and which has caused much pain among the people. Kindly restore the 
identity of the Pudukkottai constituency which showed magnanimity when the country 
liberated and became a Republic. Thank you, Sir. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shri Thirunavukkarasar, you have only five minutes. 

SHRI SU. THIRUNAVUKKARASAR (Madhya Pradesh): Sir, I fully endore Mr. Siva's 
view. I do not know how it has happened. In the first draft report, Pudukkattai Parliamentary 
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Constituency was there. But in the final announcement, there is no Pudukottai Constituency. 

As Mr. Siva has mentioned, Pudukkottai was a princely state which was ruled by Rajas of 

Thondaman for more than two hundred years. Actually, it was an independent country. It 

was a separate State before Independence. Only after independence, it merged with India 

on its own, not by force, The Rajas gave the State back to India and Pudukottai State was 

merged with India. From 1952, until the last general election, Pudukottai Constituency was 

a separate constituency. I want to ask the hon. Law Minister: What are the norms you are 

following? I am told that if in a revenue district, enough constituencies are there, say, six 

MLA segments or seven MLA segments are there, it should be announced as one 

constituency. Earlier in Pudukottai constituency, there were six MLA segments. One is 

Peravurani and another one is Pattukottai. Those two constituencies are now attached to 

Thanjavur Parliamentary constituency. I accept it because it comes into Thanjavur district. 

But apart from that, in the existing Pudukottai revenue district, there are five MLA segments 

and, as per Delimitation, we are getting one more constituency, that is, Gandharvakottai. 

With it in the revenue district, we are having six MLA segments. Actually, as per the norms 

or as per the rules or as per justice, you have to announce it as one parliamentary 

constituency. But what have you done? The Pudukottai Parliamentary Constituency is 

broken into pieces and thrown away to the neighbouring constituencies. Aranthangi is 

attached to Ramanathapuram whose headquarters is 150 km away from Aranthangi. And 

you have attached Pudukottai and Gandharvakottai with Tiruchi. And you have attached 

Alangudi and Thirumayam with Sivagangai and kulathur in Karur. Now to get the redressal 

of their grievances, the people of Pudukottai have to go to four MPs in four neighbouring 

constituencies. To get the redressal of their grievances, they have to go four district collectors 

areas. Karur District Collector, Tiruchi District Collector, Sivagangai District Collector and 

the Ramanathapuram District Collector. 

SHRI TIRUCHI SIVA: The local Pudukottai Collector has no role at all. 

SHRI SU. THIRUNAVUKKARASAR: There is no Collector necessary now. Why are 

you allowing the Collector? You abolish the revenue district also. There is no work for 

Collector. It Is a revenue district. How can you separate it ? How can you divide that 

constituency like that ? I do not want to mention the name even if 1 mention, I think there is 

no wrong in it. Earlier Mayiladuthurai was abolished. To save Mayiladuthurai and create 

one more constituency, I do not object to it, as the hon. Members have spoken. If you want 

to increase it, you increase ten per cent throughout the State as per the increase in the 

population. Instead of 39, you can make it 40 or 41. What is wrong in that? But how can you 

abolish the princely State or a historical district like this? Leave the history. What will 

happen to the people? How will they be redressed? How will their problems be solved? Sir, 

we agitated and all the parties agitated. No solution, but, I want to know: How this change 

has happended? Why have you changed it? What are the norms? What is the system you 

are following? Whether the State Government has recommended this or the State Election 

Commission hap recommended this. And if they have recommended this, how can they 

recommend like this? What are the norms which the Delimitation Commission is following? 

To save somebody or to save some constituency or to help some area, whether you can 

destroy another area . Where, the people are in a very backward State. People in that 

district, Pudukottai... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please conclude, Mr. Thirunavukkarasar. 

SHRI SU. THIRUNAVUKKARASAR: Sir, I am about to conclude. Sir, I am the agrieved 
person. I was representative of that constituency, earliar. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have expressed your concerns. 

SHRI SU. TH1RUNAVUKKARASAR: Sir, I was six times the Member of the Legislative 

Assembly A ramthersi in one of the segments of that district Seventh time, I become a Member 

of Lok Sabha. People are pained and agrievcd, I shed tears for the poor people of that district. 

What is the logic behind this? What are the norms that you are following? As per your discretion, 

you are doing this, to satisfy somebody. I want to know who has done it. I would request, as Mr. 

Siva has requested. If you are in a hurry, why have you excluded five States? Exclude Tamil 

Nadu also from the list. You can have six States. (Time-bell) Heaven will not fall down. Later on, 

you can take time and reorganise again and come to this House. I would request the hon. Minister 

to please do justice. It is against law. It is against norms. Total injustice is committed to twenty 

lakh people in that area. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Okay. Please, don't repeat ...(Interruptions)... Dont repeat. You 

have already said that. ...(Interruptions)... We have shortage of time. ...(Interruptions)... Please 

don't repeat. ...(Interruptions)... No, no. Even if you say ten times, you are only repeating 

yourself. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SU. THIRUNAVUKKARASAR: Sir, it is very unfortunate. Please reconsider this. .. 

.(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. 

SHRI SU. THIRUNAVUKKARASAR: Sir, please reconsider this and do justice to the 

people of Pudukottai. Thank you, Sir. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, Shri harish Rawat You have five minutes. 
�� ह
�4 
�  ( K���+�	): �ह6'�, �ह �� �& $� 7�E������ ह), � � �6?  D:�W�� ������� ह���� �DN��4 
��  G(�� �� ������  �����¸� �� ह6; ������ ���� %� $� ��O�� 7� M1��� x�UQ ह), �A K���  ��¹�� �� '6 ���� 
&��� E�ह�� ह<�; ���' �� S�c� ��� ह6, L� �� ह���� ���P�4 �� �D , �DN�� �'$ ह); $� �DN�� �ह G�� �� 
�j�� हD? %���o�� �6 '�+�� ��� &6� �1� ��  �'S�4 �� ��o�� �j��� K�E� �ह� �;  K� ���  �6 ��= ���� 
हD$ /ह&D���&�� %� �� �ह� �� ����' ��  �&$ G% �ह ���� ह6  �� ह) �� �ह /��� ��'���t� �� �j��  हD? 
��o�� ��  /�Dc�, K��� /��B�t� ��  /�Dc� K���  ��P �) �� 2��� ���; %� �� L� ���  �6 �+ �ह� P� �6 ����  
f��� K� B��4 �� ��Z  ��, %ह�� &6� �1� ��  B�� L��� �p� ह), %)�� &i�+ ह), %��&��� ह), /l�6	� ह),  j��& 
ह) 7� �
ह��  j��& ह) %ह�� ��  ����' �6 /��� ��S� B�� �� / � �ह �p� �� 1� /��� B�� �� º�: ���� ह) 
�6 ह%��4 ��&6��
�  �	�  �� %��� �p�� ह);  ��� �� �हD �E�� �� ��� �P� /��� ��'��� �� �F���  ���� �� ��� 
�6 ,6p '��%$, ��, ��' ह� M�����(W� �6 x���ह���� ����� E�ह�� हA, ��P�� ����� E�ह�� हA 7� /��� &6� 
�1� �6 $� representavtive character  �� ��ह ����� E�ह�� हA �6 ह��6 L� ��2'D �� ��E�� ���� �p� � �� 
............; G�+� &6� �1� 7� ��(�� �1� ��  B��4 �� B��Z& ����� �j�; �A �ह �हT �ह �ह� ह<� �� G� 
%���o�� ��  ���  �6 �������, �ह $� ��& ���  हA, &���� K� ���  ��  ��P 10 6�&� B�� ��  ���  �6 1�, /� 
/�'�+� �हT ���� %� ���� ह), ��=�-�0� �� %� ����'4 7� ��(���6 �� 1<���� K� B�� ��  ����� ��  �&$ 
�हD� �हW��<:� ह6�� ह); G% ��4 '<�-'��� ��  B�� �ह �=���� �� �ह� हA �� ह� B���� /���D&� ��  �=��� ह); 
K��� ���� �p� ���:,  K��� 10 6�&� ���USP����� ह), K� ���USP���4 �6 ���<� ����� ��&� &6 4 �6 
������ �हT E��ह$;  
 

������ K��1���� �ह6'�, �-� 2002 ��  ���� ������� G�6  �� '6  �����  ��  &6 4 ��  ��P �p� /2��� ��� 
ह); $� �6 %6 C���: 1��� ह), �DN� 	� ह) �� L� ������� ��  M1��� ह6�� ��  ��' %6 &6� �1� ��� �, K��� 
C���: 1��� �� G��% ��%6� ह6 %��� �,  �����4 �� G��% ��%6� ह6 %��� �; ह� ���-��� �ह�� ह)  �� 
�ह �����4 �� '�=  ह), ह� �ह�� हA �� 1���  ���6 �� 1��� ह), &���� %6 / &� ह���� &6� �1� ह6 �, K�  
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&6� �1� ��  ��4 �� M�����(W� ��%6� ह6 �, �����4 �� M�����(W� ��%6� ह6 � 7� K��� K��� /��B�t� 
�� 1� /�� �p� �, $� �6 ���� �ह =�� ह) L� =��� �� ��'�� 1��V� �� �) �� ���� %���, L� �� ������ ���( 
���� %� �6 ��E�� ���� E��ह$;  
 

K��1�f�B (�� �4��  $,(F) ������� हD$ 
 

�ह6'�, '<��� �D���� ������ B�� ��  &6 4 �6 हDG ह); &6� �1� ��  ��'1� ��, �A K� ��-� �6 �हT 
,< �� E�ह<� �, &���� ��(�� �1� ��  ��'1� �� %c� �ह�� E�ह<� �; K���+�	 ��3� ��  �� $� ������ ��3� ��  
c� �� हDG 7� G% L� ������� ��  &� < ह6�� ��  ��' K� ��(�� �1� ��  S�c� �� $� %��'S�  D:�W�� 
������� G %��� �; &6� �1� �� %6 ��	�
 P�, �ह�� ��  %�- ��घ-� �� %6 ��	�
 P�, K��6 �� �& �D , ��O�� 
x�UQ�4 �� $� Z) �&� ��  �ह� �'& �'��; �ह�� �� ������  B��4 �� %6 ��(�� �1�$� ह), K��� G��� L��� �p� 
ह6  ��  ह) �� �ह�� �� G� ��(�� �1�$� �D & ��3� ��  ��� M��=� 10 6�&� B��Z& �� M�����(W� ��� �; 70 
�� ��(�� �1� �� G� ��(�� �1�$� w�� ह4 �, �%� ��(�� �1�t� ��  /�� �� 30 M��=� �हS�� ��»� �� 
G�� �; �ह6'�, �ह ����� �	� ���� �� ह); ��P�-?S
 ��  ��3�4 �� L���&$ L� �����%� G�6  �� ���6( हDG 
7� /c:�E& �� L���&$ ���6( ����; G��� �ह�� ��  �&$ K� ���  �6 ��� �&��, G��� �ह� �� �ह�� �� 
������� ���� �� �����? ह); K���+�	 �� ह� �� &6  ���& �� �ह� हA �� %� /c:�E& M'�= �� �����? P�, 
�ह�� �� ���<�-x��SP� �� USP�� +��� ह6 ���� P�, L��&$ ������� �6 �	Z� �� �'��  ��  7� 
K���+�	 ��  ह� =�����M� &6  हA 7� ह���� ��-� �� L� ���  �6 /��D�� ���� %� �ह� ह); /1� ह���� $� ��P� 
�� �ह�� �� �ह� �� '�B: ��  ��3�4 �� &6� �1� �� ��
4 �� ��o�� �हT घ
� �, L��6 ���<� ��  %��$ ���� 
 ��, �ह �हD� /�,� ����  ��; ��, ह���� �ह�� $� B��  w�� ह)   %ह�� ��  &6  ��F��� � _� ��, �ह�� �� Y�?� 
��F��� � c� �� ������ ���6%� �� ��&� ���� हA, �ह�� ,6
� ������ �+��, K��� ��F��� �� =���& ह); G% 
�� ह��� ���& �� �ह� हA �� ��� ह��6 L� ��� �6 �%� '�  ��, ��4�� ह���� ��o�� �� ह6  �� , L��&$ 
ह���� ��(�� �1� �� ��
, %6 ह���� �&$ G��B� P�, K��6 ����� �� �'��  ��; ������ ���( ���� %�, 
G��� N���+	 �� L� ���  ��  G(�� �� �� N��+�	 ��  /�'� Y��8l� ��  �&$ G��B� ��
4 �� ��o�� �� 20 
M��=� �� ��� ह6 �ह� ह), ������� �6 �	Z� �� �'��, �ह�� �� ������� &� < �हT हDG ह); K��� +�	 �� ��j� 
����� M��=� ��
� ह
 �ह� ह), %6 Y��l� ��  �&$ G��B� PT; K���  �&$ ��� ��
� G��B� PT, /� ��� �� �� '6 
�T
� Y���l� ��  ��'1� �� ��� ���� %� �ह� ह); ��2���, �A ������ ���( ���� %� �� M�P��� ���� E�ह<� � �� �� 
�� �� ����  L� ��-� ��  0� ��� �� ��� �����  �� w�� B��4 �6 ���B: �'�� %� ��� , ���� 1��V� �� L� ��ह 
�� ���USP����� � +�	� ह4; �ह6'�, $� ��� ���� ��N �� �हT G�� �� L� �'� �� E�ह� �B ह6 �� ���B ह6, 
���� $� ��� ह) �� ��ह&� G�B: ह6�� E��ह$; ��' ��ह&� G�B: ��(��� G�� ह) 7� ��ह&�t� ��  �&$  
��
� G��B� ह6�� ह), �6 ��� G� �$ ���� �� ������� ��� �? ��' G� �$ ���� �� ������� �हT ��� � �6 �Z� 
K��� �0� �� G(�� ह6 �, �%� G(�� �� G� &6� �1� �� ��ह&�t� �� M��=� �j�� �, K���  M�����(W� �6 
�j��� �� ��� ��� �; ��� w�� �हT ह6 ���� �� �D , �'�4 �� L� ������� �6 &� < �हT ���� %��� 7� �ह&� 
L� ��ह&� G�B: �� �����(� L>�D �6 ���� 	 �� �&�� %��� ; E�ह� K(� �A��� ��&� &6  ह) ह4 �� L(� �)��� ��&� 
&6  ह4, �A %���� ह<� �� ���( ���� %� �D , ह���� ���  �� �ह&� �� �ह�� P�;  ....(�����)...  
 
 THE VICE CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASATA CHATTERJEE) : Mr Rawat youra time is over. 
 

 �� ह
�4 
� :   ��,  �A /1� ����� �� '<� �; &���� K��� /��� �'���� P�, �� ��(�-��(� हS�B�� 
�हT �� ���� P�, ��4�� ������� G�6  �)�� P� ;$� ���<� ��� हDG ह), K� ���<� ��  G(�� �� ह� K2ह4�� 
������� ���� �� ��� ����; �A K��� �������( �� 1� �6? /� D&� �हT K���� E�ह�� ह<�; �ह6'�, ���<� 
����� �Q L� ��� �6 f��� �� �+� %��� E��ह$ P�; ह���� /��� ���<� �ह�� ह) �� '� ��& ��  ��' %� :�� 
ह6 � 7� K���  ��' ������� ह6 �; ह��� K���+�	 �� 2001 �� ������� ���� 7� ह� 2008 �� �Z� �� 
������� �� �ह� हA; K� ������� ��  %��$,  ह��� L��� ���� ����� +	� ���� �� ��� �� �'�� ह) �� G% 
K� ��3� ��  �F�D+ 
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�� M��� �� �����L��� �)'� ह6  ? ह), �? M��� �� �'���� �)'� ह6 �ह� ह);  �DN� L� ��� �� =��� 
ह) �� 1��V� �� K� ��3� ��  /�'� $� �p� �हS�� �� �ह ���  K�� � �� ��� �����  �� ह���� 
M�����(W� �6 �j��� %�$;  ....(�����)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIPRASANTACHATTERJEE): Please conclude now. 
�� ह
�4 
� :  �A ���<� ���� %� �� ����'� ���� E�ह< � � �� ��P�-?S
 ��  ��'1� �� �%� ��� �ह�� 
������� ���� �� ��E�� ह6, /c:�E& ��, ��:�D� ��, �� �&Am	 7� /�� ��, G� �ह�� ��  
������� ��  �&$ %6 �6&<=� ����&�� �� ��� ��� �,  �ह� �6&<=� G� K���+�	 ��  ��'1� �� 1� 
����&�� �� ��� ���; ��' ह6 ���  �6 K� B��4 �6, �%��� B��Z& �हD� �p� ह), %6 K� ��3� ��  
/�'� L��� unweilding  �ह�, %)�� �A�� �ह� �� G� ��(�� �1� B�� w�� ह), %6 ��� M��=� B��Z& 
�6 ��� ���� �� ��� ���� हA;  ....(�����)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Please conclude. Your time 

is over. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTACHATTERJEE): Please conclude now. 

 

�� ह
�4 
� :   �%� Ki�>� �6 &��� K���+�	 ��3� ��  �� हDG ह), K�  �� ��  ��P 2��� 
ह6 ��� ; ���� ��f��� ह) �� �DN� L� ��(��� �� ��P�� ���� ह), � � �A ������ ���( ���� %� �� 
L��� %c� �ह�� E�ह< � � �� ������ ������� G�6  �� C���: 1��� ��  ��P, �����4 ��  1��� ��  
��P 7� ������ 1��� ��  ��P �हD� �p� /2��� ���� ह) 7� K���  	��&���
 �� L��� �p� 
'<� ��� M1�� �p� �, '�= ��  �D & ����� �� L��� '<� ��� M1�� �p� �, L� �� ��E�� ���� 
E��ह$, ���� ��, 2026 �� %� ह� �D�: ������� �� ��Z %�$�, �6 K� ��� L� ���� ���4 �6 
f��� �� �+� %� ���  7� K� B��4 �� �����L�4 �� ���(�� ����&� %� ��� , �%� �����L�4 �� 
�A�� ������ �'� ��  ��B Kl&�+ ���� ह); L2हT =8'4 ��  ��P, �A /��� ��� ����� ���� ह< �; 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTACHATTERJEE): Dr. K. Malaisamy. The time 

allotted to you is five minutes. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY (Tamil Nadu): Thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman. At the outset, I 

would like to give pat and praise to the Chairman and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat for taking 

up both the Delimitation (Amendment) Bill and the Representation of the People 

(Amendment) Bill together because they are interlinked and inter-mingled with each other. 

One can't be discussed without the other. That is why they have been rightly taken up for 

discussion together. 

Sir, the object of the Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill is to give legal 

sanction to the delimitation exercise done by the Delimitation Commission which is 

constituted under the Delimitation Act. The entire House knows that the Delimitation 

Commission has done its job based on the latest and it has gone to the extent of adjusting 

the States into territorial constituences. In as many as 25 States and the Union Territories, 

the job is over. While it is so, the President of India promulgated an Ordinance deferring 

delimitation in certain areas of the country, namely, four North-Eastern States and Jharkhand. 

Except these five areas, the other States and the Union Territories are available for delimitation. 

In such a situation, unless the Representation of the People Act is amended, what has been 

done by the Delimitation Commission can't come into force at all. Therefore, the Law Minister 

has rightly moved the amendments both in the Delimitation Act and the Representation of 

the People Act. 
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Now, coming to the First Schedule of R.P. Act relating to number of seats and reservation to the Lok 

Sabha and the Second Schedule relating to number of seats and reservation to the Legislative 

Assemblies, the details are there. Unless it is amended on a par with or in conformity with what has 

been done by the Delimitation Commission, it can't fully serve the purpose of law. That is why 

these amendments have come. 

While I welcome these amendments, as they are a statutory necessity, I have certain general 

remarks to make. Coming to the Census, we know that there was Census in 1971, 1981,1991 and 

2001. Every ten years, there is a Census. But I am surprised to see that the Delimitation Commission 

has taken cognizance of 2001 Census alone. Why not they chose to do the exercise earlier ones? The 

process should be automatic. As and when the Census takes place, the other process like delimitation, 

etc., should follow suit. Why has it not been done? I would like to seek a clarification from the hon. 

Minister why it has not been done. That is my first point. 

Sir, the second point is relating to rotation of reservation for the STs and the SCs. The reservation 

of seats in the Legislative Assemblies and the reservation of seats in the Lok Sabha are most 

welcome. No doubt about it. As far as reservation is concerned, we have no objection to that. It is in 

order. But the point is that the reservation should be rotated periodically, once in ten years at least. 

From 1952 onwards it is, when the first election took place, till now, for nearly five decades, the 

rotational reservation has not been done. I would like to know why it is so. Is it due to vested interests of 

a few? Or, is it in the larger interests of the public? If it is in the larger interests of the public, when there 

is a conflict between the private interests and the public interests, the public interests should overweigh 

and override the private interests. In such situation—we are not against the total number of 

reservation— why has rotational reservation not been thought of at all? Serious thought should be 

given to it. The Minister should think how to go about it. 

Coming to the deferment of delimitation in the four States in the North-East and Jharkhand, the 

deferment has been done by virtue of the promulgation of the Ordinance by the President. In other 

words, the delimitation exercise has not been in these four North-Eastern States and Jharkhand. 

What I am trying to know is this. In the four North-Eastern States and Jharkhand, the administration 

is going on. The day-to-day life is going on. Everything is going on. When everything is okay, what 

is the situation which is not conducive for this purpose? What is the necessity for this deferment? 

Why? It looks very odd to say that these are the five States where the delimitation exercise has been 

deferred. When, it is being done for the whole country. Why do you discriminate these four States? I 

fail to understand what the basic reactions are. If there has been a natural disaster, like, flood or 

earthquake, which is beyond our control, then, it is understandable. Luckily, that is not so. 

Everything is going on fine... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIPRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Dr. K. Malaisamy, please try to 

conclude. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: So, this deferment is not in order. They should also undergo the . process 

of delimitation. 

Sir, I have to agree with Shri Thirunavukkarasar, who has been very emphatic and quite 

emotional, when he stated how the Delimination Commission has done its 

fob,...(Interruptions) 
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SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Mr. Malaisamy, the Chair has said that your time is over. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: I can assure the Chair that I will not go beyond my time. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Anyway, your time is 

over...(Interruptions) 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Puducherry): Mr. Malaisamy, I am only supporting you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Is this your last point? 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: I will just take two or three minutes. 

I do not understand the parameters under which they are doing the process of delimitation. Whether it 

is based on population or boundaries or geographical contiguity, there should be some parameters 

for doing it. But there are concrete evidences to the effect that the Delimitation Commission has 

been subject to influence and interference. I am sorry to say this. But the standing example is the case of 

the Pudukottai district. It is a District Headquarter, and this Headquarter has been abolished. The 

reserved seats have been de-reserved. So many things have been done. I do not want to go into the 

details because of the limited time at my disposal. But I can quote facts and figures to show that the 

delimitation process in not pucca. On the other hand, it has also been subjected to a lot of infirmities. 

One example is Pudukottai. I can cite a number of instances as to how contiguity has not been 

maintained, how it has been overjumping with each other. They said that they have ascertained the 

views of the people, that they have listened to the views of the People's Representatives. But the 

vested interests, who could use their push and power, were able to see things done in their way. 

This is ny observation. 

Coming to the last point, according to me, the job of the Election Commission includes 

enumeration preparation of voters' list, fixing of election booths, counting of votes declaration of results, 

etc. And the Representation of the People Act comes into play in all these aspects. Now, the 

Election Commission is supposed to be an autonomous body. And the Representations of the people 

Act should be made totally powerful in the sense that there should be no possibility of the ruling 

party or any influential people to interfere and meddle with its affairs. If you are able to give a law to 

that effect, then, I will be a happy person. Incidentally, there have been umpteen number of electoral 

reforms, which you can think of, when you bring in necessary amendments. There is the issue of 

identity cards, which is in process. We should also go in for mobile booths. Thirdly, there should be 

penalty for such of those people who are not casting their votes. In Australia, such persons are 

penalised. Lastly, withdrawal of a particular candidate who has not performed well. The voter should 

have the right to withdraw a candidate. If one-third of the total number of voters in a constituency is 

able to say they they do not like a Member of Parliament or a Member of the Slate Legislature to 

continue, his name should be withdrawn. This kind of an electoral reform also should come in a 

large measure. 

With these words, I thank you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Now Shri Harendra Singh Malik. 

Your allotted time is five minutes. 
  
�� ह
*=> /�ह ����  ( ह����:�):  ��2���, ���� �<�� �Q�t� �� ������� G�6  ��  ���� �� 

��S��� �� EEe �� ह); �%� ��� 	��&��
�=� ���=� ��  �� हDG, L���  �L	&�?2� �� ���-
E�� ���4 �� Kl&�+ ����  ��  
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P�; $� �6 �6
� ��o�� & 1  ����� ह6, '<��� 16 0�&� USP�� �� f��� �+� %�$ 7� �����, 
L���  ���: M=����� x��SP� �� ��(� � G$;  
��2���, ������ ���( ���� %�  �ह�� �� �)�� ह), G���  ��f�� �� �A ������ ���( ���� %� �� /�D�6( 
���� E�ह< � � �� �� ���<��� �ह �ह '�+ &�  �� ��� G���  	��&��
�=� ���=� �� L��� �� ���� 
 �L	&�L� �� �हT 1� ��&� ���� ह) 7� ��� �हT 1� M=����� �<��
 �6, %���o�� �6 �� 
10 6�&� USP�� �6 G(�� ����  �� ह)? �W��� �6 �ह ह) �� 	��&��
�=� ���=� �� ��%�)��� 
x��SP� �� हW�� ���� �� ��� ���� ह) 7� $� ��%� �� ��ह x��ह�� ���� ह); �ह �ह� ह) �� 
L2ह4�� ��v&����
�� ��S
��< $���� �� %� ����  ��|
  �T, &����  �A G���  ��f�� �� ������ 
���( ���� %� �6 �ह ���� E�ह�� ह< � �� �ह L� ���=� �� �ह %������ 1� M��� �� &� �� K���  
��� ����� /��&� G? हA 7� K2ह4�� K��� ��S���: ���� ह)  �� �हT ���� ह) $�� K��� �� K2ह4�� 
����4 �6 �D�� ह)?  

��2���, K'�ह�: ��  �0� �� �A �ह�� E�ह�� ह< �; /1� '�B: ��3� ��  ������ ����' 1� 
/��� ��� �ह �ह� P�, �घ��� ��(�� �1� B��, �D%�Z� � � �� G�� ह); �घ��� �� ��<� �ह P� �� 
�ह�� �� G��� ��
¼ �� $�$&$ ED��� %��� P�; �घ��� �6 ���E % ह ���
�  ��; �ह &p�� %ह�� 
�� $�$&$ ह), �A 1� K��  ��� �� ह< �; K�  ��� �6 E�P��& �� ��%�n� �� �'��  �� ह); �D���%� ��  
K�� ��  ��� E�P��& �� �ह� �, '�B: ��  ��� E�P��& �� �ह� � 7� �<�� ��  ��� E�P��& �� �ह� ; 
K2ह4�� 2��� ��E��� �6 1� ?��? �हT ���� 7� 2��� ��E��� �� $�  ��� $� ��Z �� �'��  �� 
7� E��  ��� $� ��Z �� �'$  $; �हT �� G� �ह ��� �� E�&$ ��  �ह�� �� %�����' ह� ह��� 
�ह� ह); L� ��ह �� ��� 	��&��
�=� ���=� �� M'�= �����4 �� ��%�)��� c� �� M1���� ह6 
����  ���� ह);  

��%�)��� %��� �� ह���� ��� �-� �� ��S�� ह); / � ह���� G�6� /�W� ����� ह6 
%�$ �6 ह� ��%���� ह� ,6p '� �; G��� �� �� B�� ��  =ह�� B�� �6 �ह�� �� ��
 �'�� 7� ���� ��  
C���: B�� �6 �� �� �� %6p �'��; �D%�Z� � � �%&� �� $�$&$ �� 9 ��S
��<$���% PT; 
	��&��
�= ���=� ��  �L	&�L2� �� P� �� K��-�U>E� �6 ?��? ��� �� L� ���� �6 =Dc 
���; �ह����D� �%&� K��  �U>E� �� ह� �)��� P�; �ह����D� �%&� �� 7 ��(�� �1� B�� P� 7� 
�D%�Z� � � �%&� �� 9 ��(�� �1� B�� P�, '6�4 �� 3 $��� �� ��S
�
�<�$�� ��� ���� , $�$&$ 
�� $� ��S
�
�<$��� �E�� ह); �� ��� �6 G��� C���: B�� ��� �'��, K���  ��' �) ���� �� &� �� 
 �(6� �� E&� G$;  �'� ��  ������-������ G��� $� �) ���� ��S
��<?�� ���?, �Z� '<��� 
��S
�
�<$��� �� �D%�Z� � � �6 ��(��� B�� �� %6p�; K���  ��' �D%�Z� � � �%&� �� $� 
��
� G��� w�� ����& �'��, %ह�� �� %6 $��� ��� �, K���  �&$ G��6 ह�&����
� �� x��SP� 
���� �p� �; K��� $� ��S
�
�<$��� ���� �%&� �� ह), '6 ��S
�
�<$���� �D%�Z� � � �%&� �� 
ह) 7� '6 ��S
�
�<$���� ��%�0� �%&� �� ह); ��3%D� L� ��� �� ह) �� G��� ��
¼ �� w�� 
G'���4 �6 	��&��
�=� ���=� �� �)�� �'��, �%� ��E��4 �6 �<�� �� 16 0�&� USP�� �� 
%������ 1� �हT P�; G��� L��� �p� G�6  w�� ह), %6  � � �'� �6 �'� ह� �हT �����; K���  
�&$  � � �'�, ह� �हT ह);  

��2���, ��%�0� ��S
�
�<$��� �� '6 ��(�� �1� B�� ��%�0� ��  हA, $� =�����D� �� ह), 
'6 �D%�Z� � � ��  ह) 7� $� ���� �� ह); w�� �) �� ��� E&� �? �ह �AF�� {Z ��v&����
 �ह�� 
%�$ �? 

��2���, %� �घ��� ��(�� �1� B�� �� ��� G? �6 ह��� �ह �ह� P� �� G� 8&�� �6 
M=���� ?��? ��� &�; �D%�Z� � � =ह�� ��(�� �1� B�� �����  �� ह); �D%�Z� � � =ह� �� 
%6 ��?��� ��  /�'� ��  L&���  ह), K��� ��� ��(�� �1� B�� ह)- �D���%� ह), �D%�Z� � � ह) 7� 
E�P��&  ह); ���� �� L��� ह)���� �हT ह) �� �ह �ह ��� '� �� �0� �� ���� ��� ��S
�
�<$��� 
�� ��� हDG ह); G��� ������ '���, %6 �D%�Z� � � �� �%&� K½6  �� 2� ह), �ह G% �� �हT 
25 ��& �ह&� �� �%&� K½6  �� 2� ह) 7� �हT �� ह), &���� �ह E&�  �� E�P��& ��(�� �1� B�� 
��;   

K2ह4�� ��&� ��' �6 �'� �हT ����; �'� �� ���� �6 � ����� G� ��&� �'� �6 �'� 
�हT ��� �ह� हA;  � � �'� �6 G� �'� �हT ��� �ह� हA;
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��2���, G���  ��f�� �� �A �6 �ह �ह�� ह<� �� G��� 	��&��
�=� ���=� �� %6 �)�� +E� ����, �ह  (� 

��  ��� �� ��&  ���� ��  ����� �ह�; K2ह4�� �6? ���'�	 �हT  /�����, �� ��<
� �� �)� ����  �� �& &�L�� घD��L 
7� K��� |M
 ����  E& �'$; 

 L2ह4�� M=����� ?��? �� ��� �हT; ��� 8&�� ��  ����� +�	 M=����� ?��? ��  �हT G��? ��� 
/� G��� ��E���, ��E���� ��% �� ?��? �हT ह)? L2ह4�� �� �& �� �� 7� ���� &� �&��, K���  /����Q 
L2ह4�� �'��  �� �6? LS����& �हT ����; �A �ह �ह ���� ह<� �� the learned Members of  Delimitation 
Commission did not apply their mind on the .�ह �)�� �� �� �& 'D_��6  ����  ��; �A K'�ह�: ��  �0� �� 
��%�0�, �D%�Z�� �, �ह����D�,  ��%����' 7� ����, L� ��E �%&4 �� ��� �ह� ह<�, / � �हT L2ह4�� 
/���  �L	&�L2� �� ���&�=� ��$ ���� ह� ,6p� ह6; �W��� �ह ह) �� �ह ��%���� c� �� M1���� ह6 �� 
$� ���� ��  घ� �)� ��- �A K��� ��� &��� �हT E�ह��—%)�� K2ह4�� E�ह� �)�� �� �'��; ���� �ह&� ��� �B 
��  घ� �� ह� G  & �? 7� G� ���DV
 ह);  

 ��2���, �A G���  ��f�� �� ������ ���( ���� %� �� /�D�6( ����� E�ह�� ह<� �� %6 �À� ह��� 
�%F��'��� ��  ��P K��$ हA, ��&� �'� �� ���� ��,  � � �'� �� ���� ��, ��%�0� ��v&����
�� ��S
�
�<$��� 
��, �� �� ��v&����
 ��S
�
�<$��� ��, �� ���� ��v&����
�� ��S
�
�<$��� �� 7� �D%�Z�� � 
��v&����
�� ��S
�
�<$��� ��- ��2���, �D%�Z� � � �� �'��S��� �ह ह) �� 9 $�0$&0$%0 ह6�� ��  ��' 
1� $� 1� &6� �1� B�� w�� �हT ह), %6 �� �& �D%�Z� � � �%&� ��  /�� �� G�� ह6; %6 K2ह4�� ���� ह), K�� 
G� �'+�� &�; ह� ��%����� &6  /�ह�� �� �ह�� �)� �� �� �& �ह �ह� �� $� ��
��	� 2����<�¼ G  $ –
��2���, �ह&� ��� �6 �ह ह) ��  2������&�� 7� �������&�� ��(����� �� ह��� ह6�� %� �ह� ह)—$� 
��
��	� 2����<v� G  $, �6 �ह 1 ��� ह);  K2ह4�� %6 �� �'��, �6 �� �'��, ����� /��&� हD?, K� ��  0� 
�हT ����; ��2���, �A G���  ��f�� �� /�D�6( ���� E�ह�� ह<� 7� �ह 1� E�ह�� ह< s �� �ह L� K�E �'� �� 
�%�� � ���$�; �6? ��f��� � ह6, ���=�� � ह6; / � ���>�� ह� ह) �6 L� �� �	��
 ��' �� '� %�$; G% 
������ �'S�4 �� L� �� %6 ��2'D K��$ ह)- G�0
�0G?0 �� ���<� G��� ��� ���� ह)-K� �� �ह ह�� �<E�� 
ह� '� �� G��� %6 ��2'< �ह� P�, �� L� G(�� ��  &� हA, �ह �<E�� G��� ह��  &� '� P�; G�0
�0G?0 �� 
���<� G��� ��� ���� ह); L&��=� ���=� ��  �	�&��
�=� �� G� �ह� �<, &� �� %6 G�0
�0G?0 ���<� ह), 
K���  �ह� G� �F��(� �'S�4 �6 �<E�� ह� '� '�, �6 1� =��' ह6 %�$ �;  

 ���� �� �Do� ED��� G�DQ �ह6'�  $ P�; �A�� K2ह� �&+ �� 1� �'��; �1� '&4 ��  &6 4 �� 1� �&+ 
�� �'��; �� �� K��� �ह�; K2ह4�� �U8&� ��|
  �� �ह�s �ह �ह� �� “ ह�s, �D%�Z�� � ��  ��? ��� ��  /2'� 
7� ��&� �'� ��  ��ह� �� B�� �D%�Z� � � =ह� �� �+� %�$ ; “ K���  ��' %� घ6-:� ह6�� ह), �6 ED�-ED� 
�� ��  w�� B�� ��� �'�� �� $� %��� 7� $� (�� ��   �s� $� ��Z �P� $� %��� 7� $� (�� ��   �s� '<��� 
��Z �� �'$  $; L� ��Z �� L��� 'D_��6  हDG ह); ��2���, G�0
�0G?0 �� ���)(���� /�(��� G��� 
ह�� �'�� ह); �6 ��2��� , �A G���  ��f�� �� ������ ���( ���� %� ��  �ह /�D�6( ���� E�ह�� ह< s �� %6 ��2'D 
�ह��   ������ �'S�4 �� K��$ ह), K� �� G� ������?  ��� �� � ���, ��-��-�� K��� K��� %��� �6 �<, 
&�; K� ��  �j� ���? �� �)��  �� ह); L�� �'� �� ��� ह6�� K��6 /�(��� �'$  $ हA; �ह �<, &� �� K2ह4�� 
��� ���� ह); K2ह� 1 ��� � ��N �� L2��� ��N�� हD$ ���� ���; G��� �हD�-�हD� (2���';  

�� ���  ��4%
 $ 	G"� ( ��%SP��):  ������ K��1�f�B �ह6'�, /1� ��,&� ����ह +�½- �D�B� 
��(���   �� EEe ���� ��� �A�� %6 ����'� ���� P�, �ह� ��� L� /��	��
 �� G�� +	� ह6  ?  ह); �ह&� 
/f��'�=, �Z� ��(���, ������ ����� �� �6 =��' �ह ����=)&� ह� ��� &� ह); 24 %����, 2008 �6 /f��'�= 
&���  ��; $� ��ह ��  ��' ���' �� �%
 �� G�� ��&� P�; K���  �ह&�, '6 �ह��� �ह&� ह� $� �� ����� 
हDG P�; �A �हT ��N ���� �� L� M��� /f��'�= &��� �� ����=)&� /����� �� ���: ��� ह); ������ ���� 
�ह6'� �� L��� K�� '��� हD$ �ह� ह) �� K�E�� 2����&� ��  ��'�=4 �� ��&� ����  ��  ह); �A ������ ���� 
�ह6'� �� �ह %���� E�ह�� ह< s �� K�E�� 2����&� �� L� ��-� �� ��'�= �� �'$? ��� ������ K�E�� 
2����&� �6 �ह �हT �ह� %� ���� P� �� $� ��ह ��  ��' ह� �� G �ह� ह), K���  ह� ��:�� ��� &� �? 
G���  ��f�� �� ���� K��� ����'�  
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ह) �� �ह ���' �� &6������� ��F��� 7� ��(��� �O�� �� /��<l�� ह), �� ��� L� MP� �6 ��' 
���� �� x��SP� ���$; 1 ��� � ��� / � G�� ��&� �����4 �� L� M��� �� ��F���t� �� 
���eह ����, �6 G% %6 ��� �� �)�� ह), �ह�s G �� �)�� �, �6 K��� ��� �ह�� ह6 �? �ह 
/��<l�� �E�DE 1��� ����=�ह� ��  ��% �6�� ह); ������ K��1�f�B �ह6'� , 60 �-� �ह&� 
������� हDG P�, 1981 �� ह6�� P�; /1� ��%�� �� G$  ������ �'S� �� ���: ����� �� 1981 �� 
L� ��� �6 ��4 ���� �'��  ��? �-� 2000 ���� ��  ��' $�0	�0$0 ����� G  ��, K2ह4�� �D��� 
2001 �� �������  �� �� /�D=��� �� '�; �A ��,&� $� �-� ��  �����( �6 G� �6  ��' �'&��� 
E�ह�� ह< s, �DN� '�= �� %ह��-�हT 1� %��� �� �0�� ��&��, &6  �ह�� P� E�D��'� %�, ������� ह6 � 
�� �हT, ��� K� ��  /�D��� �$ ED��� ���$ %�$� � �� �हT? $� �-� �� & ���� ����  {Z 

interronation  ���� '�= �� %��� ��  ����� ��� �ह� ��4��  K��6 �D���� /�D1� ��� P�;  
�W��&�� ����� �� 
�&�, ������ ����� 1� 
�&�� E�ह�� P�; ��U>E� c� �� �ह �6 �हD� /�,� 
हDG �� L� M��� �� USP�� ��� �� �%��� �6? E��� �हT �ह� 7� 5 M'�=4 �6 ,6p�� ������� 
ह6  ��; �)(���� _� �� L� M��� �� USP�� ��� �� �%��� �6? E��� �हT �ह� 7� 5 M'�=4 �6 
,6p�� ������� ह6  ��; �)(���� c� �� L� M��� �� USP�� ��� 7� �%�<�� ��  ���: 
������� ��  /�D��� �$ ED��� ���$ %�$� �; �A L� ��� �� S�� � ���� ह< �, |��D �ह�� E�ह�� ह< � 
�� G�6  O��� %6 ������� ����  �� 7� �%��� EEe ������ �'S�4 �� 1� �� ह), K� �� �? 
���� ������ �)'� ह6   �� ह) �%� �� t� �A ������  ���� �ह6'� �� f��� G�v-� ���� E�ह�� ह< �; 
������� G�6  �� %6 ��(�� �1�, &6� �1� �� ��
4 �� ��o�� �6 �P� �� �+�� हD$ �D�v�(e�: 
���� ह), K��� '6�4 M��� �� �हD� EEe  हD? ह); �ह ��� �E ह) �� E��'� E0� �हD� ,6
� �� B�� 
P�, �Z�  �A ��%SP�� �� G�� ह< � %ह�� �� ��p��� B�� ह), �ह L��� &���-E0p� ह) �� K��� �D , 
�ह�� �हT;  �ह USP�� ��-� P�, |��D L� ��-� USP�� ��  ���: %6 �� �& %���o�� ��&� ��O��� 
��� �&��  �� ह), �� �'=¼ ���� ����� ह), �ह theoretically  �6 ��� & �� ह), |��D L��� �? 
���� ������ �)'� �� '� हA �%��� t� �A ������ ���� %� �� f��� G�v-� ���� E�ह�� ह< �; /1� 
��&� ��ह� �ह �ह� P� �� M=����� �0� �� , �ह&� ������� 7� L� ������� �� 1� �ह �ह� 
 �� ह) �� ह�  M=����� x��SP� �6  ��� ��ह �� '�+� � 7� �ह��& w�� �<��
 ह6 � �%� �6 
�	��L	 �हT ���� %�$ �; �ह6'�, ������ ���� �ह6'� L� ������� �6 S
	� ���� �� �6�== 
��� � �� �ह��& �6 ,6p '��%$, �ह��& �� ��E� %��� 1� %6 ����2�< B�� ह), K��� 1� ��1�%� 
�� �'��  �� ह) ; �ह �6  �L	&�L�� �� P�; ����2�< �v�l� �� ��(�� �1� B�� �� L� M��� �	��%� 
�� '� � �6 M=����� �D��(� ��� �ह� �, �A L� t� ������ ���� �ह6'� �� f��� G�v-� ���� 
E�ह�� ह< �; �ह6'�, L� 7�� ��o� ��&� ÂUV
�6: �� �ह ��� �)'� �� '� ह) �� $� 8&�� B�� ह), 
$� ����E� ����� B�� ह), ��� ��(�� �1� L� �� G  �� ह), '6 &6� �1� G  �� ह), �A �6 G� �6 
K� 8&��� �� ��� ��� ���� ह< �; �ह ��� USP�� ��� ह), / � $� 8&�� �� ��� ��(�� �1�$� ह4 �, 
'6 &6� �1�$� ह4 �, �6 M=����� ÂUV
 �� ��� ह6 �, &6 4 �� ��S��t� ��  ह& �� ÂUV
 �� ��� 
ह6 �? �� ��E��� ����� ��  %�-M�����( ��� ��� �? �� /��� ��S�� �6 ����� �����  ��� 
%�$� �? �ह �हD� �	� ��S�� �)'� ह6  �� ह) 7� L� �� 1� ��E�� ���� �� �हD� G�>���� ह); 
�ह ��� �E ह) �� G�  �� ���� %���o�� �� %6 ���� ����� ह), K��� B��4 �� ����$� �'&� ह); 
�ह �D , �6 �'&� �, �ह ��� �E ह), |��D %)���� /1� ������ �'S� �ह �ह� P� �� B�� ह� ����� 
�� �'��, �ह �6  �1�� ��� ह); �ह6'�, �<�'� �%&� �� �)2�� B�� ����� ह6  $ �6 ������� ��  ��' 
�) �� ��S�� �)'� ह6 �, L� �� ��U>E� c���  D:�� D: ��  G(�� �� ��E�� ���� �� /W��� 
G�>���� ह); �A G���  ����� ,��� j �� K'�ह�: '��� E�ह�� ह< �; �ह�� 11 &6� �1� B�� ह), '6 
/�D�<�E� %��� ��  �&$ G��B� P� 7� 4 /�D�<�E� %�%��� ��  �&$ G��B� P�, ������� हDG 
7� /�D�<�E� %��� �� $� B�� घ
  ��; ��� /�D�<�E� %��� ��  ��P �ह /W��E�� �हT ���� 
 ��? /�D�<�E� %�%��� ��  34 ��(�� �1� ��  B�� P�, घ
�� 29 �ह  $ ह) ; ���E �� ह6  $; �ह� 
%� ���� ह) �� �ह�� ��  &6  ��V��: ����  =ह�4 �� G  $ ह4 �, ��2�D ��U>E� c� �� K� ���� 
G��'� ��  ��P �ह /2��� ह); ��� �ह �ह� P� /1� ���C�� �� �6&�� ��&� ������ �'S�, �� �6 
�� �& ������ B�� �� EEe �� �ह� P�, /�D�<�E� %��� 7� %�%��� ��  ��P %6 /W��E�� ������� 
��  G(�� �� ����  �� ह), %6 ���� ÂUV
 �� K�E� �हT ह), �� K��� EEe �� �ह� P�; ,��� j ��  
������ �Do� ���� %� �� 1� L��� EEe �� ह),G���  ��� 1� ���6( �� 1�%� ह); �ह ��Z�  ,��� j 
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�� ह� ����� �हT ह),  G�a M'�=, ��ह�� ��e
�, K	��� 7� ��%��, w�� /��� M'�= ह), %ह�� �ह 
USP�� �)'� हD?; �DN� 1� ह), �1�-�1� w�� & ��� ह), �ह �ह� %��� ह) �� N��+�	 �6 %�%��� 
�हD& B�� ����� =���� 7� x��SP� 1�  ह6�� �� G�=�� ����� �ह ��=6(� &���  �� ह); ������ 
���� �ह6'�, ��� �ह L����%��
 �हT ह)? �%��6 SP�  ����� ह6, L�
��US
	 ��
¼% �6 , ��U>E� 
c� �� G�'6&� ���, N�p� ���, G  & �$�, K��� ���, �&�� ��� 7� �%�<� ���, L� ���<� ��  
��=6(� ��  G(�� �� G��6 �� N��+�	 �6 $���&<' �� �'�� %�$;  
 �A $� ��� 7� �ह�� E�ह�� ह< � �� 2005 �� हDG ��� �� ���E�& B�� ��  &6  (���-(��� 
=ह�4 �� G �ह� हA;  �ह �6 G��� Y�L�& ���&�� �� ह� �ह�  �� ह) �� �ह�� �� S��SÀ�, �=B�, 
�6% �� ������ K� �� �हT �हD�E ��$, L��&$ K��� �&��� ह6 �ह� ह), / � �&��� ह6 �ह� ह), 
�� =ह�4 �� G  $ ह), �ह�� K��� %���o�� �� ह6  �� 7� �ह�� %���o�� K��� �हT �j�, B�� ��� 
ह6  ��, �6 ��� ������ ���� �ह6'� L� �� ��E�� �हT ��� � �� K� /�D�<�E� %�-%����4 ��  
��(Dt� ��  ��P, /�D�<�E� %��� ��  &6 4 ��  ��P, K��� ��
� �� �� �� ; �� �& ��� %���o�� �� 
G(�� ����� ��  ���: , ��U>E� c� �� K���  ��P %6 /W��E�� ����  �� ह);  
 �ह6'�, �A G���  ��f�� �� ���� �ह6'� �� $� ��� 7� ����'� ���� E�ह�� ह< � �� G% 
�<�.�� ��3�4 �� %���o�� �� ��SZ6
� USP�� �)'� ह6  �� ह); �ह�� �� �� %���o�� �� �W��� 
�6 &��� 1� ������ 2����&� �� E&�  �� ह); /� �6 �W���� ह� ����� %�$ 7� L���&$ G� 
��=6(� &�$; �ह6'�, L� E�� M'�=4 �� /��, /c:�E& M'�=, �� �&AÃ	 ��:�D� �� %���o�� �� 
��SZ6
 ह6  �� ह), %�� EÄ�� '��� ��&� ह); L��� ���: ह) �� �&� '�= �� घD��)� /l���o�� 
�DUS
��: 7� ��4 �6 �
��� ��  �&$ ��%����� ��v
��� K���  ��,&� 1�  �ह� ह); K��� �6? 
���6( �हT �� �ह� ह); /� K��� ���:�� �ह ह6  �� ह) �� �ह�� घD��)� ���2�� %��� ह); K2ह4�� 
��=� ��	� ���� �&$ हA, G��� M��:-�� ���� �&$ ह);  
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA  CHATTERJEE): ten minutes are over 
 �� ���  ��4%
 $ 	G"�:  ��,�A '6 ���
 �� ����� �� �ह� ह< �; K���  ��� ��'��� �<E� 
�� 1� =���& ह6  $ ह) �%� ���: SP���� ���D&� �� p  �� ह), %���� ���D&� �� p  �� ह) �%� 
��  Z&S�c� %���� � �����%� �����= �� ��SZ6
� ������� ह6  �� ह); / � ह� /� 1� �हT E��� 
7� /��� ��%����� S��P. ��  ��,� �ह S����� ���� �ह�, �6 �� घD��)��$ ��3� �� �ह USP�� �)'� 
��� � �� &6� �1� 7� ��(�� �1� �� �� ��:e�� ��O ह6 %�$� �; L��&$ �A ������ ���� �ह6'� �� 
�ह�� E�ह�� ह< �, K2ह4�� /1� ��� �ह� �� M'�=4 �� ������ �l��: ह6 �ह� ह); G� ��o�� �� �ह� 
हA, ��4�� �ह '�= �� G�>���� ह), &���� �D , ��3�4 �� %���o�� �j �ह� ह); �j��� ��&� Z��'� 
�� ह6 �ह� ह), घ
��� ��&� घ�
� �� ह6 �ह�  ह), ���� /MW�B c� �� ����� �ह E�ह�� ह) �� ������ 
�l��: � ह6 7� %���o�� �j�� E&� %�$; �ह6'�, �<�.�� ��3�4 �� %6 %���� �D��D&� �� p 
 �� ह), K��� �ह�� �� M=����� ��D&�� �� p �ह� ह); /���� ��� �ह�� �A /��� ��� �6 ����� 
�c�  �; �DN� ����'� ���� ह) �� L� E��4 ��3�� �� %6 /�(��� G��� �&$ हA, ��� ह), �ह���ह� 
��VY��� �6 �ह /�(��� ह) �� ���<� �� p�� ��  ���:  �1�� USP�� �)'� ह6 %�$, �6 �� SP�� � �� 
���� हA; =���� 7� &6� x��SP� ��   �1�� +��� �� EEe G��� �� ह), |��D ह6 � ���? $� t� 
G�'6&� �� M��U� �j� � हS� � ���� ��  �&$ , '<��� ��Z $� 7� �)'� ह6 %�$ �, �%��� EEe 
G��� �� P�, �ह���ह� ��VY��� ��K��&�  {Z ����S
�� ��  G(�� �� ��:�� ���� हA; ��%����� 
c� �� ��K��&�  {Z ����S
�� �� �)��� ��  �>E�h �1� 1� &� $�	 {	�� �� ��ED$=� �� EEe 
���� , %ह�� E�ह� �, �� SP�� � ��� &� �? ��U>E� c� �� w�� ���� 1� M��� ��  blunt  ��(6(� �� 
/�(��� �हT �'�� %� ���� ; �ह %������� x��SP� �� /��<l�� ह); L� ���: �A �ह�� E�ह�� 
ह< � �� ������� हDG ह), L���  G(�� �� ED��� ह4 �, L��� �6 �A S�� � ����  ह< �, ��2�D%6 ���� �� 
�)'� ह6  )L ह), L��� ��E�� ��� 7� ��E�� ���� ��  ��' ��' ��1� ह6, �6 �D , ���� �� �6�== 
��� ���� /1� �हD�� ��  G(���� ���<� �6 ��� ह6 %�$ � 7� ह� ���� %6 ���� �हT हA, ह� '�+�� 
��  '�+�� �ह %�$� �, (2��' ; 
SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK (Goa): Sir, I stand here to support the Delimitation 

(Amendment) Bill and the Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): You have to conclude 

in 8 to 10 minutes. 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK: Sir, at the outset, I would like to submit that 

whenever an occasion for amending an Act comes, our objective should not be to answer or 

address the limited question before the Government. Since this opportunity has come, the 

other aspects, which require amendment to the Delimitation Act, should also have to be 

considered on the basis of the views expressed by the hon. Members from time to time. It 

means, the views that we expressed earlier have not been taken into consideration by the 

Law Ministry at all. The objective is limited to meet the situation which is presently before 

the House. In my humble submission, it should not have been the case. 

Secondly, I would like to say that a major amendment is required to the Delimitation Act, 

because, under the Delimitation Act, there is no provision for giving representation to 

political parties. There is a provision to give representation to MPs and MLAs. But, where 

is the provision to give representation to political parties? I will submit what would be the 

consequences in the absence of such a provision. The consequence is: when the MPs and 

MLAs, sit as Associate Members, they plead their case before the Chairman. If the Chairman 

satisfied with the MPs or MLAs with respect to their constituencies, there is no one to 

plead for the entire party. The party remains unrepresented. It is because, naturally, MP or 

MLA put forth their case before the Commission. And, they also would not like the Chairman 

to put so many questions with regard to other constituencies. This is the practical situation. 

Therefore, the State parties and national parties must have representation to the Commission. 

I request the hon. Minister to take this aspect into consideration whenever he propose to 

amend the Act next time to include a provision to this effect. 

Thirdly, I give you a typical example. They are charging that the Ruling Party manipulated 

things and like that. I will give an example. When the Delimitation Commission came to Goa. 

Congress Party was not ruling the State. The BJP was ruling the State. You will be shocked 

to know that Congress Party had 16 MLAs and the BJP had 17 MLAs. The Congress Party 

had got one representative and BJP had got four representatives. The provision says that 

you have to take the ratio in the House into consideration. What is the ratio when 16 MLAs 

get one representative and 17 MLAs get four representatives? So, the defect, again, is in 

the Delimitation Act. It is because, if the Speaker nominates a person, there is no scope for 

appeal. We went to Delimitation Commission. We made representation in writing. The 

Delimitation Commission said, 'We are helpless, because there is no appeal.' This should 

not happen. So, when we point out such things, at least, on the next occasion this has to be 

taken into consideration and amendment to that effect has to be made to the Act. It is not 

that I am pointing out for the first time. I had pointed this out, at least, two times on various 

occasions. Therefore, I expect that such amendment should have been brought in the 

House. 

Then, as far as population criteria is concerned, the hon. Law Minister has, time and 
again, himself been disturbed that the population criteria was given too much stress by the 
Delimitation Commission. You read section 9. Nowhere this stress has been given. But the 
stress has been given only by the Commission. Section 9 says, " All constituencies, as far 
as practicable, be geographically compact areas, and in delimiting them regards shall be to 
physical features, existing boundaries of the administrative units, facilities of communication, 
and public grievances. The criterion of population comes only when you decide seats for 
the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes.   When there is considerable population, 
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you have to reserve the seat. Otherwise, population is not the main criteria for delimiting a 

constituency, Geographical continuity is the first criterion, which has not been taken into 

consideration by the Delimitation Commission. I am not referring to individual constituencies 

because there is no use of it, now, as that stage has gone. Even in my native place, where 

Assembly Constituencies are there, no geographical continuity is maintained. So, there is no 

use of crying over the split milk. Whatever efforts should have been done, we should have 

done these earlier. We are putting these points now so that in future, at least, some amendments, 

are brought in. 

Now, I come to the point how the Commission behaves as far as the Scheduled Tribes are 

concerned. When the Delimitation Commission came to Goa, three communities were declared as the 

Scheduled Tribes. But in the Census, 2001, their figures were not available because when Census 

figures were prepared these communities were not declared as the Scheduled Tribes? So, what 

was the alternative before the Delimitation Commission? The Commission could have simply 

asked the Registrar General of Census to undertake a summary census within two or three 

months and give the figures. Whereby 7-9 seats could have been available for the Scheduled 

Tribes. But, today, not even a single seat has been given to the Scheduled Tribes in Goa, despite 

the fact that they have got a population of 12 per cent. There is a very clear-out provision in the 

Delimitation Act. The Commission cannot say that it does not have powers. Perhaps, they 

overlooked it, or, they deliberately said that they could not do anything. 1 would like to read out 

that particular section. It is section 7. It says, "The Commission shall determine its own procedure 

and shall, in the performance of its function, have all the powers of a Civil Court under the Code of 

Civil Procedure while trying a suit in respect of following matters, namely, summoning, etc., 

requisitioning any public record from any court or office. Then, the Commission shall have 

power to require any person to furnish any information on such points or matters as opinion of 

the Commission may be useful for or relevant to any matter under consideration of the 

Commission." Under this clause, the Commission could have asked the Registrar-General of 

Census to give the figures of the Scheduled Tribes of Goa by having a summary census. This 

was not done despite our written representation to the Commission. 

Then, Sir, I would like to point out one more aspect, how the constituencies are described when, 
ultimately, delimitation is done. As far as Goa is concerned, I think, other cases also have the 
same thing, it is by 'revenue villages'-'X' constituency, revenue villages so and so; and as far as 
municipality is concerned, it is by municipal wards. This time, at least, in Goa, I am not talking 
about other States, they have described it in terms of sajus and circles. I don't know whether 
anybody knows, except people from Maharashtra, what saja is. It is a word from Maharashtra; we 
know revenue villages. I can produce 100 people before you, and I bet, if anybody could tell what 
his saja is where he is staying or What your saja is, or, what your circle is. Sajjas means one area 
and the circle means another area below revenue village. But these units are not known to 
anybody. Only a Tehsildar or Talati knows it for administrative purposes. They are not popular 
ievenue units. They are not known to anybody. But yet the Delimitation Commission 
describes constituencies in these terms which is fallacious and ridiculous. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Please conclude. 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK: Yes, Sir. Even after pointing out this aspect, they 
did not deem it necessary to correct it. It is very strange and arbitrary. Therefore, Sir, 1 
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am again saying that there is no sense in crying over spilt milk. I earnestly appeal to you to please 

keep this point in mind and do the needful next time. Thank you. Sir. 

(THE VICE-CHAIRMAN, SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA, in the Chair.) 

SHRI TARLOCHAN SINGH (Haryana): Sir, first of all, I convey our thanks to the Law 

Minister for having brought this Bill. He has removed the suspense and fear from the people's 

mind. Earlier nobody knew when would they promulgate the report of the Delimitation 

Commission. You have done it now and it is done all over India, except in a few States. But, Sir, I 

dont agree with the amendment being proposed here. It is said that Government has the power. 

But whenever they see a threat to peace and public order, he may, by order, defer the 

delimitation exercise in a State. Sir, this clause can be misused any time by any Government. 

This is not a good clause and it should not have been brought; and we should not have gone 

for this. 

Secondly, Sir, I say that the delimitation should be done soon after the Census and it should 

not be delayed for decade and in every ten years, we should have delimitation. 

Sir, just now Mr. Naik has spoken about the formation of advisory board. I fully agree with 

him. Sir, I quote the example of Haryana where the advisory board was formed by the Speaker 

without considering democratic tradition. A ruling party for fifteen years was totally ignored in that. 

Not a single member was taken on the board. Sir, a conspiracy was hatched by the State 

Government and the members of advisory board. They wanted to debar the former Chief Minister 

Mr. Om Parkash Chautala and both his seats were put in the reserved category. Such injustice has 

never been done in any State. Based on the data supplied by the Government of ruling party and 

the advisory board members and that opposition party not represented,—they were not even able 

to put forward their demand—two seats were knowingly transferred to reserved categories. So, 

formation of advisory board in such way is not correct. We should think of giving representation to 

each political party and others so that such happening should not take place. 

Sir, when this Commission was formed, it was announced that they dont want to encourage those 

States where more population has been added. We all agreed. Sir, when this clause was there 

then why do you discriminate between the Scheduled Castes and the General category? You 

allow the Scheduled Castes. If they have more population, they can get more seats. But those 

seats have come out of General Category quota. Sir, in Punjab one Lok Sabha seat has 

gone from General category to Reserved category. Three Assembly seats have also gone from 

General category to Reserved category. So, in all those States where you have added more 

reserved seats both in Lok Sabha and State Assemblies, you should have compensated those 

States with more seats for the General Category. What is their fault? Sir, give Reserved Category 

more seats, but don't take those seats from General Category. Please add those seats in the States 

so that the General category people are not deprived of their rights because their population has 

also increased. It is not that the population of the General Category has not increased. You may 

put a clause that you want to add seats. So, when you are adding seats in the reserved category, 

add seats in the General category also in those States so that there is equal distribution for all of 

them. Sir, the reserved category seats have not been rotated. I come from Haryana and I know 

that since 1952, Ambala seat has been in the reserved category. They have remained in reserve 

so for 60 to 70 years and for another 30 years you would not be giving a chance to general 
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people to come up. There should have been a clause for rotation of the reserved seats 

with every delimitation process. Secondly, when a category is reserved, the maximum 

number of Scheduled Castes should be there. My plea is that where the number of 

Scheduled Castes is already high, they can very well claim their rights and fight for their 

rights in that Assembly. Hence, if you want to provide reservation, do so in the Assembly 

or Parliament where their number is less, so that with that advantage they could do more 

for their community. This clause that provides the largest number of Scheduled Castes to 

a reserved seat, in my opinion, does not serve the purpose. So, we should follow the 

principle of rotating the seats and seats given to reserved categories should not always be 

those having a majority of the reserved people; their number should be lesser. Having 

said the-, I also wish to add here that the job of the Delimitation Commission was most 

difficult. Not everybody can be made happy because each one has a problem of his own. 

But they have handled things peacefully all over the country. We must, at least, appreciate 

the Commission's efforts for the way they have done it all over the country, well in time, 

without delay and within the time limit. 

With these words, I conclude. Thank you, Sir. 
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SHRIJESUDASU SEELAM (Andhra Pradesh): Hon. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I rise to support 
the Bill. The Amendment is required. I was listening to all the learned Members. But,4 would 
just like to express a few points. Sir, section 10 deals with publication of the order of the 
Delimitation Commission and the date of its operation. Certain amendments were made. 
Why were they made? I would like to say that this is in respect of sub-section (4), sub-
section (6) and a new section called 10(A) and 10(B). Sections 4 and 6 are as explained; the 
date; the exemption for Jharkhand; then, section 10(A) deals with the situation prevailing in 
the States. For instances, they have exempted four States. Sir, I would like to bring to the 
notice of hon. Members that it was justified for the simple reason, for instance, in Nagaland 
there are 11 tribes and 11 districts. During the delimitation, as pointed out by some hon. 
Members, within the districts, there is a change in the number of seats; the overall State 
composition is the same. Because 11 districts, 11 tribes the seats are according to the tribes. 
Each tribe has its characteristic, its culture. They were agitated that cultural identity is lost. 
That is the reason. In Manipur, three major social groups, namely, Kukis, Nagas and Maitheles 
are there. Now, they have their specific composition of Assembly seats. This will disturb in 
the public order in those States. For instance, in Arunachal, they have this problem of 
migration as was explained. But, the Delimitation Commission tried to see to adjourn with 
the Census figures given separately as original tribes. Because of unavoidable reasons, 
that has to be deferred in Assam. Some other Statutory provisions relating to tribes have to 
be done before the delimitation process starts. So, these are the reasons. Otherwise, the 
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President could have accepted those reports which were ready. Apart from that, many people 

have gone to the Court. I would like to submit that I have talked on this subject at length when 

there was a discussion on a Private Members' Bill. I do not want to repeat what I have already said 

in this House. I would only say that otherwise, we would have to notify the entire orders of the 

Delimitation Commission. The Delimitation is subject to article 81, 300 and 332 of the 

Constitution. Under article 91, the President will indicate the date from which it is operational. 

There are court cases and so many sensitive and delicate issues relating to the tribal culture and 

tribal identity, ethnic problems etc. In such conditions, we do have conditions which threaten 

they the peace and public order. That is why, this Amendment is required. Secondly, as far as 

Jharkhand is concerned, I agree with some other Members that the same provision could have 

been applied to Chhattisgarh because Jharkhand, Chhattishgarh and Uttaranchal were also part of a 

bigger States when delimitation started. That could have solved some problems. There are four main 

problems, as has been told. In 30 years, demographic changes have taken place. Migration has 

taken place. Three hundred million people keep migrating every year in India. The population 

remains the sole criterion for delimitation. Seats have been frozen till 2026. The Delimitation 

Commission had some constraints. Despite these constraints, I compliment the Delimitation 

Commission for doing excellent work and this Amendment will complete the task. (Time-bell). 

Keeping in mind the overall constraints of urban-rural migration aspect the hill and non-hill and 

tribal issues, and the North-East issues, these provisions were very urgent and I support this 

Amendment because this taken care of Constitutional requirement 
D����H�0 (�� ��
�( ���) :  �� ��� G� ����� ���;  

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: Finally, I would like to say that Scheduled Caste and 

Scheduled Tribe seats were not increased because they had more children. Over thirty years, 

many communities were added to the list of SC/ST and hence their population 

increased...(Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRA J MISHRA): Please, take your seat. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: That is why, their population has gone up. As per articles 330 

and 332, proportionate to their population, representation has to be provided. To avoid some of 

these difficulties, hon. Pranab Mukherjee held wide-ranging discussions to have an increase in 

seats. But, the Party, which is objecting now requested by the hon. Members have opposed this 

and, that is why, this could not be done. Sir, I want to make it clear to the House and through this 

House to the people of India that the ruling party wanted a consensus because this is an all-party 

issue. We did not want to take any party line or political side on this. We tried our best. We 

consulted every political party to increase the seats across the board... (Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Mr. Seelam, please take your seat. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: ...so that these bottlenecks and disparities could be avoided. It is 
unfortunate that they did not cooperate and even then we did not want to send a negative 
signal to the SC and the ST people because their constitutional right has been denied all these 
years the NDA redrafted the Act. They could have inserted these provisions to remove these 
bottlenecks and disparities. 

I congratulate the hon. Law Minister on bringing this Bill. At last finally, we could see that 
this exercise is done. 
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Sir, this is a negative exercise. ...(Interruptions)... You cannot satisfy every Member. 
...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Please take your seat. Shri Gandhi 
Azad. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: That is why this Amendment Bill has come. Thank you, Sir. 
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�DN� S�V
 �हT ह6 �ह� ह); �ह घ
� �) ��? �ह %6 /�D�DE� �'+�?  ? ह), $� ��ह �� K���  ������ ��  ? ह); 
��ह�� M'�= �6 ह� &� �6 ��ह�� M'�= �� 243 ��(�� �1� ��
 PT; �ह&� ��  /�D��� 39 /�D�<�E� %��� ��  �&$ P�; 
��ह�� 7� K�� M'�= �<�� '�= �� EvE� ह) �� �ह�� �� %���o�� & ���� �j�� %� �ह� ह), &���� L���  ��' 1� 
�ह� /�D�<�E� %��� �� $� ��Ê �� �� '�  ? ; 39 �� 38 �� '�  ? ; ��(�� �1� �6 $� ��
 �� ह6�� ��  
Z&S�_� ��ह�� �� &6� �1� �� 40 ��
� P�; 7� 7 ��%�� ���� PT, K��� �� 40 �� 6 ���� ��-$� ��(�� �1� 
�� ह6�� ��  ��_O $� &6� �1� ��
 घ
��� �� ��� 7�EW� ह), �ह ���� ��N �� �हT G��? L�� ��ह �� / � 
,��� j �6 &�, ,��� j �� ��(�� �1� �� �D & ��o�� 90, /�D�<�E� %��� �� 10, �ह�� ��(�� �1� �D��B� 
�ह�, �ह&� ��  /�D��� /1� 1� /�D�<�E� %��� �� 10 �� 10 ���� �D��B� ह); /�D�<�E� %� %��� �� 34 �हT, 34 
�� �� घ
�� 29 ह6  ? ; / � �ह G��p� �ह G��p� �ह� ह) �6 ��(�� �1� �� /�D�<�E� %�%��� �� 5 ��o�� 
�� ह6  ? ; / � &6� �1� �� t� G$� �6 /�D�<�E� %��� ��  �&$ 2 �D��B� ��
 PT, $� 1� ��(�� �1� �हT 
घ
�, &���� 2 �� �� 1 ��o�� &6� �1� �� घ
��� �� ��� 7�EW� ह)? �A ������ ���� �� %���� E�ह<� � �� %� 
/�D�<�E� %���  �� ��(�� �1� �� �हT घ
�, �� �& 2 ��
 &6� �1� �� ह), '� ��(�� �1� �� �� �6? ��(�� �1� 
�हT घ
 �ह� ह), �6 2 �� �� 1 &6� �1� ��
 घ
��� �� ��� 7�EW� ह), L� S�V
 ���� �� �� �� ��� �; /�D�<�E� 
%��� �� ���E ��(�� �1� ��
 �� ह), &���� �)�� �� �)�� �+�  ?, K� �� �6? ����' �हT ह); L�� ��ह �� 
K�� M'�= �� 403, ��(�� �1� �� �ह&� ��  /�D��� 89 ��
 ��(�� �1� �ह�; ���� ��� �� /�D�<�E� %��� �� 
%���o�� घ
�� �हT E��ह$, &���� �ह�� घ
��� 4 ��(�� �1� ��
� �� �� '�  ? ह); L�� ��ह �� 80 &6� �1� 
��
4 �� �� 18 &6� �1� ��
� �D��B� P�; 80  �� �� $� घ
� �� 17 �� �'��  �� ह), %6 7�EW��<:� �हT ह); L� 
��ह �� ह���� ����� ह) �� /�D�<�E� %��� �� �j6��� 7� घ
6��� ������ ��  �� �� '�  ? ह); L� �� 
�D�v�E�� ���� �� %c�� ह);  
 '<��� ��� �ह ह) �� 10 6�&� USP�� �� �6 ��? f��� �हT �'��  �� ह); �0�- �� B�� �'� ��  L� 
��� ह)  �� �'� ��  K� ��� ह), K� �� G�� �� �� ��(� ह) �� �हT, L� �� ��? f��� �हT �'��  �� ह); �0�-
�� ��(�� �1� �� &6� �1� ����� �D���� ह), ����� w��ह���� ह), K� �� 1� f��� � '��� Z
�Z
 K��� 
��� ��
� �'��  �� ह), K��� ��� ह
� �'��  �� ह); ��ह�� �� $� ��(�� �1� ��
 ���� �%, %6 �हD� �D���� 
��(�� �1� ��
 �ह� ह) 7� ���� �% ��
 ��(�� �1� ह� �हT, ���� �% &6� �1� ��
 1� �ह� ह), %6 ������� 
�%&� �� USP� ह) 7� L��� ������� �%&� �� ��sE ��(�� �1� 7� $� K��� �
� हD$ G�� �%&� �� ��(�� �1� 
��
 P�; L��� �6 7�EW� P�, ��4�� �'� 1� �हT ��� ���� P�, ��&� 1� �हT ��� ���� P�, �� ���& B�� �� 
P�, &���� �$ ������� �� ���� �% ��(�� �1� ��
 � ���6��=�� +W� �� �'��  �� 7� ���� �% &6� 
�1� ��
 �� 1� ���6��=�� +W� �� �'��  ��, K�� ���� �% �� 10-12 ��&6��
� �� '<�� �� �����
 SP�� 
ह), K�� &6� �1� B�� �� ��� '� �'�� ��; �����
 �ह&� �� 1� ��(�� �1� B�� ह); �ह �0�-�� 7�EW� ह), ���� 
��N �� �हT G �ह� ह); 10 6�&� USP�� �ह ह6  ? �� /� L���  ��� ��(�� �1� B�� ������� ��  ह) 7� ��� 
��N �� �हT G �ह� ह); 10 6�&� USP�� �ह ह6  ? �� /� L���  ��� ��(�� �1� B�� ������� ��  हA 7� ��� 
��(�� �1� B�� �6�  �'� ��  K� ��� ह); �6� �'� �� �हD� E0p� ���
 ह) 7� �ह�� �� �& $� �D& ह); / � 
KF��'��� �� MW��=� �� M=��� �6 $� ������ �� '<��� ������ �� %��� ह6 �, �6 ��-��-�� ��s, –,:   �0 
��&6��
� �� '<�� �� ���� �p� �; ��� ��E�� �� �ह ����  �� ह), �A ��N �हT �� �ह� ह<�; L� ��ह �� / � 
ह6 ��� , �6 10 6�&�  ���USP���4 �6 /f��� ����  / � ��=6(� ह6�� &��� ह4, �6 ��=6(� ���� �� %c�� 
ह);  

 ��P ह� ��P, �A G�� j �� �ह�� ��&� ह<�; G%� j �%&� �� '6 &6� �1� ��
� PT- $� &�& �% , 
%6 �D��B� P� 7� &�&  �% �� $� �q �%&� ��  �6हF�'���'  6ह�� �� �D��B� ��
 P� 7� G�� j 
�'�, %6 
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����2� ��
 P�; K��� %6 � �� ��(�� �1� ��
 P�, �ह घ6�� t� �1� B�� �� P�; / � G%� j �� '� 
��(�� �1� ��
4 �6 ��(�-��(� �	��L	 ����  ��sE-��sE ���� P�, �6 �6हF�'���' �D��B� % ह P�, L���  
������& B�� �6 %6p �'��  �� ह6�� 7� � ���, %6 घ6�� �� P�, �'� �� %6p �'��  �� ह6��, �6 �6? ���& 
�हT ह6��; &���� L� ��ह �� K&
-�D&
 ����  �� $� MW��=� �6 K�� �� '�B: %��� �� ��- ��-�� 300-
400 ��&6��
� �� Z��&� �� ���� �p�, �ह K�E� �हT ह); / � L��� ��=6(� ह6 ��� , �6 /�,� ��� ह); 
��=6(� �� MW��= �� �A L�  ��(��� �� ��P�� 1� ���� ह<�; (2���';  
 �� 
��4" .'� (  G2a M'�=): �ह6'�, G��� �हD� =D����; �A L� ��& ��  ��P�� ��  �&$ +p� 
हDG ह< s; ���� �6? �हD� o���ह= �हT P� �� �A L� �Di� �� �6&<s, &���� ���� �'& 7� �'��  �� �DN� �%�<� ���� �� 
�A L� �� %c� E2' ���� �ह�� E�ह�� ह< s;  
 �हD� ���� ���P�4 �� �ह� �� L�� �z 26 �� ¥�%, �� �'��  �� ह) 7� ����� �6 �DS����& ��  
/2'� o��& �+�� E��ह$; �%� ���4 �6 ह� G% �ह �ह� हA, �z 26 �� =��' ह� 70 �� ��
 ह� $���� �� �� 
�6 �6? ���� 1� �हT �ह�� ��&� ह); ��� &6  G$� �, ��� �����  �� �6E� � 7� �Z� �� '�= �6 G � E&�$� �; �z 
2026 �� �0%<'� $���� �� �� �	� ��'�' �हT �ह�� ��&� ह);  
  ��, $� /%�� ���&� ह) �� %6 ���=� ��� P�, K� ���=� ��  $� G'��  �� �<�� ���&�
�& 
��S
� �6 घD�� ����  �+ �'�� ह); L�� $�	�$ �� ����� �� $��� L
 ���� P� 7� %)�� ह� $�	�$ �� ����� �6 
L�  &�� �� /ह��� हDG �� K��� �हT  &�� ह6  ? ह), Z0�� K2ह4�� Z) �&� �&�� �� 1991 ��  �A�� �� 
�%�$ L�� 2001 ��  �A�� ��  �D����� �� �'�� ���� L� ���&� �6 G � �j��� %� ��� ; &���� �ह�ह�&, �1� � 
�1� �6 �ह ह6��  ह� P� 7� G% �ह LUF�&��
 ह6�� %� �ह� ह); �A ��Z�  E�' ���� �ह�� E�ह<� �, ह�&���� �A %���� 
ह<� �� L� ���4 �6 �ह�� �� G% �6? ��&� �हT ह); ���=�� �� $� ����� ह), “  ��� ��=S�� ��>+�S��” 
L��� ��&� �ह ह) �� ���-E�� �� %�$, �ह� �� %�$ 7� K���  ��' घ� E&� %��� %�$; &���� �Z� 1� �A 
/��� ��� �ह�� E�ह<� �, ��4�� �ह ����	� �� �ह� �;  
 �0%<'� ���=� �� �%� �����  �� ��S
��<$���% �6 	��&��
 ���� ह), �ह �हD� /�(� /%��6 ��� 
�����  �� ����  �� ह); ह���� �हD� ���� ���P�4 �� 1� L��� ����&� '� ह); K�� M'�= ��  /�'� �D��'���' �� $� 
��S
��<$��� ह), �%��6 K���+�	 ��  ��E� �� %6p �'��  �� ह); �ह �ह�� �� =D_ ह6�� ह) 7� �ह�� �� E&� 
 ? ह), �ह L� ��� �� ����� ह6�� ह) �� K� ��S
�
�<$��� ��  ��E �� ��� 7� ��v&����
�� ��S
�
�<$���% G 
%��� ह); / � G��6 K� �<�� ��S
��<$��� �� %��� ह6, �6 E�� ��S
�
�<$���� �6 ��� ����  G��6 �ह�� 
%��� �p� �;  
 $� ��%�0� �� ��S
�
�<$��� ह), %ह�� $� ��S
��<$��� ��� �%&4 ��  /2'� ���
 '�  ?  ह); K��� �� 
��� ��S
�
�<$���%  � � ��  L(� ह) 7� '6 ��S
��<$����  � � ��  K(� ह) 7� �<��  � � �� ��Z�  $� �D& ह) 
G'�� �) �� ED��� &p� �? �) �� L(� �� K(� %�$ �? 

 �A �ह 1� %���� ह<� �� G% ����� ��  ��� �हD� 3��'� ���� ��  �&$ �D , �हT  ह), &���� ����� �6 
�ह %c� '�+�� E��ह$ �� �%� ��ह� �6 	��&��
�=� ���=� �� /f�B �����  ��  P�, ��� K2ह4�� /��&4 
��  0� ����? &6 4 �� %6 �� �&��� ��, ��� K2ह4�� K� ��  0� ����? ���� 1� �����  �� K� �� �  �6 �6? 
��3%ह '�  ? ह) 7� �  0� ���� ह), �� �& �� ��<
� ��  �)� �� �� � ��  q�� &�L�� +TE '� हA 7� �<�� 
�ह2'DS��� �6 ��S
�
�<$���% ��  /2'� ���
 �'��  �� ह); �ह ��� �A 1� �ह�� ह<� �� &BO�� �� ��S
��<$��� 
$� &�+ �� �� ह) 7� E��'�� E0� �� E�� &�+ ह) 7�� �'l&� �� 35-36 &�+ ह), &���� L��� ��&� ह�� % 
�ह �हT ह); �A  �ह 1� %���� ह<� �� w�� �Q ��, %� ��S
 �� �D����' ��, �F�D��&3� �� �D����' �� &6  
��S
��<$���� ����� E�ह�� ह), �ह �हD�  �D�=�& ��� ह); L���  ���%<' 1� %6 �)����
�� �'$  $ P� 7� %6 
 �L	&�2� '�  ? PT, �� ��S
�
�<$���% K�� �����  �� ���� E��ह$ PT, &���� K���  �D����� �� 
��S
�
�<$���� ��� �हT ह);  
 �� ��E� ���
� �� L� �� w���% ���� ह), &���� ��E� ���
� ��  ���� 1� w���% �� L2ह6��  0� 
�हT ����  �� ह); �ह�� �A $� ��� %c� �ह�� E�ह<� � �� �? M'�=4 �� G��'� �j�� %� �ह� ह); ���� �? ���P�4 
�� 1� L�  
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���� �� �ह�, &���� �%��� G��'� घ
 �ह� ह), K��6 ह�� �� �	
 '��� E��ह$ � �� �	
 ह6 �� ह� K��6 3��'� 
��M�%�
�=� '�; L��� �6? � �6? ह& ����� �6 ����&�� E��ह$; �� '6�4 $� ��P �हT E& ���� ह) �� 
Z) ��&� �&�|�  1� E&� 7� 	��&��
�=� ���=� K��6 �j�� हDG ��M�%�
=� '��� %�$; �ह�� �A �ह<� � �� 
���D&�=� �6 �� Y6& ���� ���� �p� 7� /ह� �Di� ह); �A ��,&� M(�� ���� %� �6 $� �EË� �&+� P�, K��6 
�A ����
 ���� E�ह<��� ...(��� �� घ�
�)... �) /��� ��� +W� ह� �� �ह� ह<�, घ�
� �%��� �� %c�� �हT ह); 
...(�����)... 
 D����H�0 (�� ��
�( ���):  %l'� ���%$;  
 �� 
��4" .'�:  �A�� M(�� ���� %� �6 $� �EË� �&+� P�, ���� %� �� 7� ����� �� 1� �A �ह<� � 
�� �ह ���� ��� ��3%ह '�, ��4�� '�= �6 �%�<� �+�� ��  �&$, '�= �6 G � &� %��� ��  �&$ �ह %c�� ह) �� 
�Dl�  �� G��'� �� ����'� & �; L���  /�'� �हD� ���� ���L& G ���� हA 7� L���  ��S�� �� �हD� ���� ���� 
G ���� ह); �A�� ��,&� M(�� ���� %� �6 �EË� �&+� P� 7� K��� �A�� �&+� P� �� %6 $� ��E� �)'� ���, K�� 
�D , L2���
� '� '��%$, %6 '6 ��E� �)'� ���, �� K��� L2���
� ���� &� &��%$ 7� %6 ��� ��E� �)'� ���, 
K� �� �D , � �D , 
)�� & �?$, E�ह� 500 _��� & � '��%$ , E�ह� 1000 _��� & � '��%$...(�����)... 
  ������ �"@�:  7� %6 �� ���? 

 �� 
��4" .'�:  %6 �� ���, K�� 7� 3��'� L2���
� '� �'�� %�$; �ह /&��'� ��� ह) �� / � 
��E� �)'� ह� � ह6��  ह4, K���  �6? L2���
� '��� �� %c�� �हT ह); &���� / � L� �����  �� �6? ���&�� 
��� �, �1� '�= ...(�����)... 
 ������ �"@�:  / � $� G'�� ��  '� ��E� ह4 �6 K��� ��� ���;  
  �� 
��4 .'�: K� �� 
)�� & � �; G� &�&< %� �� ��� �हT &� �ह� हA, &���� �ह K2हT ��  �&$ �ह�  
हA; �A G��� ��� ��N �ह� ह<�;  
 D����H�0 (�� ��
�( ���):  �हT, K��� �हD� �� &6  G�� हA ...(�����)... 

 �� 
�4�" .'�:  &���� �A ���� %� �� '�o��S� �c�  � �� ���� L�  ��� �� ��3%ह '��� �� ��� 
���, �1� '�= G � �j ���� ह); G��� �हD�-�हD� (2���'; THE MINISTER OF LAW AND 

JUSTICE (SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ): Sir, there has been a debate in which the hon. Members 

have raised two or three very major points, and I would like to first submit one or two major 

things. Let me first tell you that the Members have expressed their political point of view 

while making their comments. As a matter of fact, when this law was passed by the NDA 

Government in 2002, it was passed unanimously, and whatever law was passed, there was no 

controversy at all. Whatever guidelines were given in 2002, and whatever law was made, 

the Delimitation Commission was constituted only on that basis. So, the Delimitation 

Commission is a creation of both the Houses of Parliament. It was presumed that the 

Delimitation Commission would satisfy the political parties and, as far as possible, the 

Members of Parliament also. But I am one with you that it has not happened for whatever 

such reasons delete. Whatever the reasons were, 1 will not attribute motives. But if you look 

into the law passed by the NDA Government in 2002, you will find that there are several 

things which have been left out. What you are asking today was not provided in the 

guidelines. The simple arithmetic that was adopted was that you divide the population of 

the State by the number of seats and have an equal number of population. The 

consideration for tribals was not given. But in case of tribals, some hon. Members from the 

hills have a very valid case; i am one with them. Even Mr. Rawat spoke, or for that matter, other 

gentlemen from the other benches also spoke. They have a special case: North-Hast 
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has a special case. They are difficult areas. While allotting funds, even the Planning 
Commission gives special consideration to these areas. 

(MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair) 

Since these newly created States of Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand had a special case, 
because they were carved out of larger States of Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh, it 
should have been seen by the Delimitation Commission that the Scheduled Castes and the 
Scheduled Tribes, for whose consideration and for whose benefit these States were created, 
do not lose anything. But you are saying the same thing that it was not done for whatever 
the reasons. Whatever the reasons were, this was not done because the law did not provide 
all this, that you have to take into consideration the special case of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. They could have been given some concessions under the law, and the 
Delimitation Commission would have been bound by that. But I am not criticising anyone. 
This law was passed unanimously by the Parliament, and pursuant to that, the Delimitation 
Commission started working. The Delimitation Act could also provide that the views of the 
hon. Members from the Lok Sabha and also of the Members of the Legislative Assemblies 
should be given due consideration. But this is missing from the law, I am not criticising it, 
but it has failed to do justice with several constituencies. For example, my learned friend 
from Tamil Nadu mentioned Pudukottai,.... {Interruptions) .... Whatever the name is, this is 
a case of glaring defect in the law that the whole constituency, the historic 
perspective.. {Interruptions) ..  

SHRI SU. THIRUNNAKAVUKKARASAR: Sir, that is the only district where there is no 
parliamentary constituency. In the other areas, it is provided, but here, it is totally abolished. 

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: I am saying not only this; there are several States e.g. Karnataka, 
from which, people came to me...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI TIRUCHI SIVA: Sir, our suggestion is that the name could have been 
restored... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: Let me tell you...(Interruptions)...Let me tell 
you...(Interruptions)... I am supporting your case—that the Delimitation Commission did not 
keep in their guidelines, because there was nothing in the Delimitation Act, 2002, to give 5 this 
kind of consideration. They adopted a straitjacket, applied it, prepared a draft and threw it at 
the Members of Parliament. The Delimitation Commission has to follow the law. They issued 
guidelines and they are here. They followed them, let me tell you, this was, as < a matter of 
fact, an exercise with which nobody was satisfied. The representations started pouring' in. 
From 2005 onwards, I received representations from almost all the States. I met, at least, 500 
representatives from various States. Wherever we could do, we forwarded the matter to the 
Delimitation Commission for consideration. Beyond this, neither the Minister nor the Ministry 
has any role in the Delimitation Commission. It is independent. So, we could not interfere, but 
we could always hear. For example, one of the hon. Members has raised the case of 
discrimination between Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand. Let me tell you how we could achieve this 
in Jharkhand. All political parties from Jharkhand, including Shri Arjun Munda, who was the 
former Chief Minister of the NDA Government, came to me. He came with an all-party 
delegation. Then his successor Chief Minister, Shri Madhu Koda: also brough all the Members. 
When we found that all political parties were unanimous in 
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this and they made several representations, we thought that the problem was serious. At 
that point of time, we decided to nullify the exercise of the Delimitation Commission. I can 
tell you that I have a note from Chhattisgarh also. Three letters were received by me from 
Chhattisgarh. Their representation was not of such a magnitude that we should nullify it. 
They had a case of one or two seats. That is a loss. The Chief Minister wrote after the 
Delimitation Commission had notified its recommendations. You can understand that a 
delimitation exercise of this magnitude has taken three years. Even then, let me submit very 
respectfully, I had kept it pending. Now motives are being imputed. It is wrong. I kept it for 
consultation. All your leaders in the Opposition know that we called them for discussion, 
not once but several times, asking them, "What is your view on the Delimitation Commission? 
Are you satisfied? Do you want to change something? We could even amend the Delimitation 
Act as well as the Constitution". We had also suggested inceasing the number of seats. 
But, as you all know, we could not build a consensus on this issue.We had consulted with 
major political parties, the leaders of the opposition parties, Sushmaji and all others. All of 
them were always of the view, "Let us go by the recommendations of the Delimitation 
Commission. We should not delay; we should accept it". Similarly, the Left Parties always 
supported it and said that we should not interfere in the delimitation exercise. We had 
received serious representations from some of the States. The hon. Member Shri Salem has 
been working round the clock to protect the interests of the Scheduled Castes and the 
Scheduled Tribes, and he did a meticulous job. But, as a matter of fact, I don't know what 
has motivated these parties and whose Members are now arguing in this House that gross 
injustice has taken place. They told me that they want immediate implementation of the 
recommendations of the Delimitation Commission as early as possible. 

Why did we bring an Ordinance? You have every right to criticise. An Ordinance is a 
valid law. But it should be used sparingly. We had also raised objections to Ordinances 
when we were sitting on the others side. But why did we do it? In the case of North-East, all 
political parties, again I am saying without any exception, from Assam and all these States, 
which have been exempted from the exercise of delimitation, were unanimous. There was 
100 per cent unanimity among the political parties. They came and they represented that the 
Delimitation Commission would not be allowed to do anything because there was serious 
threat of violence and all those things. When all political parties make one point jointly, 
which Minister can ignore it? Which Government can ignore it? So, we went by those 
considerations. There were several hundreds of cases pilling up in the courts. So, some 
people brought stays from the court and they contested it. So long as that was going on, we 
did not interfere but when the stays were vacated and it was decided to resume the 
Delimitation work in North East at the cost of bloodshed, was it not our duty to intervene? 
That is why by an ordinance, we provided by virtue of amendment in the Delimitation Act 
that when the President is satisfied in exigencies of the situation on the ground protecting 
integrity of the country, we can defer it. What is meant by deferring Delimitation? Deferring 
is, you need not hold as is done in a hurry in other places where people are crying now. We 
defer it and when the circumstances are conducive, we resume it. It does not mean that there 
will be no delimitation. There will be no election. It is a cardinal principle. If there is no 
delimitation, elections will be held on the existing seats. So far, we are holding elections only 
on the past delimitation. Now, the next election will be held on the present delimitation. So, 
motives should not be imputed in matter like this where political consensus is always 
sought. Whether it is this Government or that Government, you cannot take sides on 
matters of election or election reforms. So, this is a matter where there has been consensus. 
All major leaders have supported what we have done. I wish I could do something for 
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Chhattisgarh also because that is another State where there is a lot of tribal population. 
Some Member said that I do not know Chhattisgarh. I have been a Member of Parliament for 
24 years and Chhattisgarh was included in Madhya Pradesh. I know every inch of 
Chhattisgarh and I have great sympathy but your people did not make any representation 
unless it was notified. The Chief Minister wrote after that. But, then, it was too late. So, this 
is not a matter on which we should adopt partisan attitude or impute motives. Certain things . 
have happened. Firstly, let met tell you that this kind of a delimitation, which has been 
happening, is not delimitation. It is only a rotation of seats and rationalisation because i 
delimitation is inevitable whenever there is increase in population. Some seats may have to 
be increased to provide for the increase in seats to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. So, at least to compensate them and to follow the constitutional mandate, we have 
to increase their seats. But, when you freeze the seats by a constitutional amendment, you 
tie your hands. That is where the difficulties have arisen. We were suggesting. Your leaders 
know very well. We called a meeting. Our Leader, Shri Pranab Mukherjee called several 
meetings that we want to increase the seats. For that, we may have to amend the constitutional 
provisions or Delimitation Act also. But, there was no agreement on this and since there 
was no consensus, we went by the fait accompli. Let the Delimitation Commission do its 
job and finally, you must have to notify it. That is where I. am submitting that there was no 
motive in it. Nobody should impute the motive in it because this applies to all of us. It is 
delimitation which has taken place. It has caused problems for several MPs and several 
major leaders but that is the law and that is the law of the land today. We have to immediately 
complete it. We have a commitment to democracy. India is one country, which is democratic 
and whether one partly is benefited or not, are not the considerations according to my way of 
thinking. We have to complete this exercise because in one year, elections are due and 
Members will have to understand their new constituency. They may have to do some work 
also. So, we cannot delay it and it is not possible for me to bring another amendment or any 
other provision to help people. This will be for the next Parliament to decide. We are 
preparing for revision of rolls at this stage. You know that we have gone that advanced. The 
Election Commission wrote to me that they need 6-8 months to prepare the rolls. Even for 
State Assemblies in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan, they have to do the work for revision 
of rolls and, more so, for Lok Sabha elections, because next year they are due. So, there is no 
room for any controversy. This is why, I say, we carried forward the exercise of NDA 
Government by freezing the seats and following the guidelines. And, thereafter, the 
Delimitation Commission has framed its own guidelines. Therefore, there is no room, except . 
to help these five States. Will you not accept my plea when I say that it is a laudable job this 
Government has done by, at least, helping these five States? Otherwise, there would have 
been more hue and cry even in Jharkhand as well as in the North-East. So, whatever ; 
representation we received, unanimously, without any difference of opinion, we have carried 
out in these five Sates. Had there been no consensus, we would not have ventured into 
this. So, this is where I say that there has been no discrimination and there has been no 
political consideration in amendment. What have we brought before this august House? 
We hive added only two minor provisions—10(a) and 10(b)—to the law passed by NDA 
Government. Sir, 10(a) enable us to exempt the States in the North-Eastern, which are problem 
areas. No political party disputes the fact that these are problem areas. And, 10(b) nullifying 
what was done in Jharkhand. Except these, there is nothing controversial in the Bill. 1 am not 
responsible for setting up of the Delimitation Commission. I would haave drafted this law. I 
would have provided due respect to the Members of Parliament that they would be consulted 
and their views would hold good. I could also provided certain other things. But, this is 
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what I inherited and this is on which the work has been done. This is not fair for NDA 

members to say, 'We did not do it.' You have applied this. It was accepted. As we have done. 

The successive Government do not nullify everything that the other Government does. 

And, we have to carry them to the logical conclusion. I cannot even impute motives to the 

Delimitation Commission. They are very honourable people. I am not in a position to say 

that there was any political favouritism this or that. It should not be. They discharged their 

statutory duty. 1 am not in a position to speak about those things. In a work like this—it is 

a big task—some mistakes are bound to happen. Everybody cannot be pleased by this 

exercise. But, by and large, such a colossal work has been done. I must also put on record 

that it is the opposition parties which prevailed upon me to hurry through this exercise. 

Otherwise. I would have taken 2 more weeks to complete this. So, everything has been done 

at the instance of the hon. Leader of the Opposition. It said, 'You are delaying it. Your 

intentions are not good.' I said, 'No. certainly, not. My intentions are as good as yours. But, 

you give me some time.' So, without loss of any time, I went to the Cabinet and got it 

approved. Now, I feel, there is no room for any amendment to this law. It has to be passed so 

that the country can hold elections, revision of rolls is possible immediately and we can go 

to polls as per new delimitation. 

With these words, I thank you and request the House to pass the amendments. Thank 

you. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, first, we take up the Delimitation (Amendment) Bill, 

2008. The question is- 

That the Bill further to amend the Delimitation Act, 2002, as passed by Lok Sabha, be 

taken into consideration. 

The motion was adopted 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we shall take up clause-by-clause consideration of 
the Bill. 

Clauses 2 to 4 were added to the Bill. Clause I, the Enacting 

Formula and the Title were added to the Bill SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: Sir, 

I beg to move: That the Bill be passed. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we take up the Representation of the People *  

(Amendment) Bill, 2008, for consideration. The question is: 

That the Bill further to amend the Representation of the People Act, 1950, as passed by 

Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

The motion was adopted. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we shall take up clause-by-clausc consideration of 

the Bill. 

Clauses 2 to 8 were added to the Bill. 
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Clause 1, the Enacting Formula and the Title were added to the Bill. 

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: Sir, I beg to move:  

That the Bill be passed. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted 

The Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) Amendment Bill, 2008 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we shall take up the Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting 
Corporation of India) Amendment Bill, 2008. 

THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING (SHRI PRIYARAN J AN 
DASMUNSI): Sir, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill further to amend the Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) 
Act, 1990, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration". 

Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, through you, 1 am to inform that, strictly in accordance with 
the provisions of the Constitution of India, from time to time, every Government of the day 
has to bring Ordinances, which they feel Very important and necessary, and, then, they 
convert them into legislations. Accordingly, we have done it. The legislation had already 
been passed in the Lok Sabha yesterday. 

I am to inform the House that the Prasar Bharati is not a Prasar Bharati of 1990. It is 
meeting challenges, problems faced in the commercial media and the public service obligation 
media, called, the Prasar Bharati. To meet the challenges, the Prasar Bharati Board should 
have teeth, should have strength, and should have dynamism. But the dynamfsm does not 
simply mean a slogan or a speech. It must have a capacity in a manner that new concept, 
new ideas and new spirit is imbibed in the highest office, though it has a part-time Chairman. 
And, also, the professional motivation of the management's character is built up. Till now, 
the process was that only the bureaucracy would come in as the CEO of the Prasar Bharati, 
or some chosen member would head the Prasar Bharati Board as a part-time member, not as 
a full time because as per law he has to be a part-time. Sir, we are the host broadcaster of the 
Commonwealth Games, 2010, and the Youth Commonwealth Games, 2008, right knocking at 
the door in t-une. And, being as a host broadcaster, we also feel that we have to interact with 
the international media and they also want decisions from time to time. And, decisions are 
not taken by the Government, the decisions are taken by the Board. The Board had to meet 
often, time and again. Therefore, we felt to first look at the Act. And, we felt that there are 
two problems. One, there is a provision for the Chairman, whose age is not fixed. He can be 
90, or, he can be 99, or, he can be 100. He can retire anytime. The second problem that we felt 
was that when we would talk with any professional people to come, these days, throughout 
the world, right from the BBC, Voice of America, even the Yemen television, and the private 
television and the Public Service Obligation Television in Australia, the competent 
professionals would not come if he did not feel that he had enough time for a stable period 
to continue and deliver. So, on these two aspects, we thought of fixing the tenure of the 
Chairman, with a part-time, not a salaried man, only to preside over the meetings and draw 
some allowances. And, a professional man, who is the Executive Member, full time, who is 


